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A Sun sensor is a device that can detect the direction to the sun and are commonly
used in spacecraft as part of the attitude determination system. The attitude of a
spacecraft is the orientation in space with respect to an initial reference system. This
thesis describe the development and implementation of a two-axis sun sensor for the
CubeSTAR Nano Satellite. The design is based on four photodiodes placed in each
quadrant of a cross. Depending on how the cross is shading the photodiodes the sensor
finds a three dimensional vector pointing in the direction of the sun. A realisation of the
sensor measuring 10×10×1.9 mm have been made. The cross is made in a 3D-printer
with ABS plastic and should be considered as a prototype. A full angular characterisation
have been performed and it has been shown that the sensor has an accuracy better than
±5o. The sun sensor have been implemented onto the side panels of CubeSTAR and the
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describe the development, characterisation and implementation of a two-axis
sun sensor for the CubeSTAR Nano satellite. A sun sensor finds the direction to the sun
and contribute to the system that finds out how a spacecraft is oriented in space relative
to a reference frame. This is especially important for CubeSTAR as the measurements
carried out by the scientific experiment rely on keeping the measurement probes in the
right direction.
1.1 Background and Motivation
CubeSTAR is a nanosatellite project at the University of Oslo. The project is carried
out as part of the Space Technology And Research center (STAR) which is a collabo-
ration between the group of plasma and space physics and the group of electronics. It
was initiated in December 2008 with support from Norwegian Center for Space-Related
Education (NAROM) and the Norwegian Space Center [1]. The satellite is built follow-
ing the CubeSAT standard [2]. This is a small satellite standard developed at California
Polytechnic University (Calpoly) and Standford University with a goal of reducing cost
and development time and increasing the accessibility to space by simplifying the launch
process. According to the standard a 1 unit (1U) satellite is defined as a satellite with
a mechanical structure having physical dimensions 10x10x10 cm and a maximum total
weight of 1.33 kg. CubeSTAR is measuring 10x10x20 cm which makes it a 2U CubeSAT.
CubeSTAR has two main goals. The first goal is to educate students in space related
technology and research. The second goal is to test a multi-Needle Langmuir Probe
(m-NLP) instrument [3] on a satellite platform. The m-NLP instrument was developed
at the University of Oslo and is a novel instrument used for plasma electron density
measurements with a higher spatial resolution than what previously has been achievable.
This is motivated by the fact that radio signals from communication and navigation
satellites are deteriorated due to scintillation when the density of charged particles in
the ionosphere increase. An accurate prediction in the electron density can mitigate
1
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the deterioration [1]. The verification and testing of the instrument have been done at
ESTECs Plasma lab and during the flight of ECOMA (7, 8 and 9), MICA, ICI-2 and
ICI-3 sounding rockets with promising results.
Figure 1.1: A decomposed model of Cubestar showing, 1: The Payload submodule, 2: The
ADCS submodule, 3: The OBDH submodule, 4: The Communication submodule, 5: The
battery package, 6: The side panels, 7: The top panel, 8: The magnetorquers, 9: The
backplane. The EPS is implemented on the backplane.
CubeSTAR rely on five electronic subsystems to function properly. Alongside the
m-NLP instrument which is the payload the five subsystems are:
• Payload [3].
• Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) [4] [5] [6].
• Electrical Power System (EPS) [7]
• On-Board Data Handling (OBDH)
• Communication [8] [9]
1.2. GOALS FOR THIS THESIS 3
Each subsystem except for the EPS has its own submodule connected to a mother-
board known as the backplane, while the EPS is implemented directly to the backplane.
A decomposed model of CubeSTAR showing the satellite structure and the submodules
is shown in Figure 1.1.
CubeSTAR will orbit the Earth at a velocity of approximately 7 km/s depending on
the altitude [1]. When traveling through the F layer of the ionosphere at this velocity
the satellite structure will induce a turbulent trail in the plasma behind the satellite.
This turbulence could disturb the plasma electron density measurements carried out by
the m-NLP instrument if it is pointing in the wrong direction. To make reliable mea-
surements the the Langmuir probes have to be in front of the satellite relative to the
orbital direction with an accuracy of ±15o. Due to this requirement the satellite needs a
system which can determine and control the orientation of the satellite at all time. Such
a system is called an "Attitude Determination and Control System" (ADCS). At this
point three master thesis have been completed regarding the CubeSTAR ADCS. Rensel
[4] completed a thesis on the detubling system, Stray [6] completed a thesis on the atti-
tude control and Bjelbøle [5] completed a thesis regarding the ADCS hardware. As part
of Bjelbøle and Rensels thesis a magnetometer and a gyroscope have been selected for
the CubeSTAR ADCS. The gyroscope is an inertial sensor and need an attitude sensor
to be complemented with. The attitude can not be determined using only one vector
measurement from an attitude sensor if the sensor is rotating about this vector. A second
attitude sensor is required giving two different non-parallel vector measurements at the
same time point. This thesis will focus on the development and implementation of a sun
sensor as the second attitude sensor.
1.2 Goals for this Thesis
The main goal for this thesis is to develop a sun sensor that fulfils the attitude accuracy
goal for the CubeSTAR ADCS. This accuracy was defined in [1] to be ± 10o. The sun
sensor should independently find a three dimensional vector pointing at the sun and be
placed on each side of the satellite except for the bottom where the antenna deployment
system is located. Each sensor should have a field of view (FOV) equal or larger than
90o×90o. This will cover the entire upper FOV around the satellite except for a 90o×90o
rectangular solid angle viewed from the bottom. Necessary testing and characterisations
for verifying that the sun sensor is within the requirement should be performed. The sun
sensor should be no larger than 10× 10× 3 mm in length, width and height dimensions
to occupy as little area as possible on the side panels. This is important because a large
portion of the area on the side panels are covered with solar cells and the CubeSAT
standard has a limit to how much any part can stick out from the satellite structure. To
keep a good progression on the CubeSTAR project, the side panels should be completed
as part of the sun sensor implementation.
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1.3 Outline of this thesis
Chapter 2 - Attitude Determination
An introduction to the formalism for an attitude determination system and a presentation
of some common used sensors.
Chapter 3 - Photodiodes
The basic theory of photodiodes and the measurement techniques relevant for this thesis.
Chapter 4 - Sun Sensor Design and Principles
A description of the initial design, the principles of operation and the realisation of the
sun sensor.
Chapter 5 - Electrical Design
An overview of the electrical design which include the analog and digital electronic de-
sign, and a presentation of the printed circuit boards made throughout the development
process.
Chapter 6 - Characterisation and Testing
A description of the characterisation methods and a presentation of the results.
Chapter 7 - Sun Sensor Implementation
An explanation of how a sensor measurement in the sensor reference frame can be rotated
into the satellite body frame and an electrical test of the interconnections between the
backplane and the side panels.
Chapter 8 - Summary and Conclusions
A summary of the present work and a conclusion based on the results.
Chapter 2
Attitude Determination
This chapter will give a brief introduction to the formalism on an attitude determination
system and present some commonly used sensors.
2.1 System overview
As the name implies, an ADCS consist of two subsystems. The Attitude Determination
(ADS) and the Attitude Control system (ACS) . The ACS can orient the spacecraft from
one orientation to another predetermined orientation, or simply decrease the angular
velocity of the spacecraft. The ADS determines how the spacecraft body frame is oriented
relative to an inertial reference frame, such as the Earth, and uses a mathematical model
to predict any future orientation [10]. There will be no further focus on the ACS in
this thesis but further reading on the subject can be done in [6] and [11]. To determine
the orientation in space an ADS depends on sensors measuring external signals and
inertial sensors measuring relative motion such as acceleration. Sensor models based
on the spacecraft position and time are compared against the sensor measurements to
find the actual attitude. An attitude determination algorithm takes two or more vector
measurements from the sensors and finds the attitude of the spacecraft.
2.2 Reference frames
Since the attitude of a spacecraft is defined as the orientation of the body frame relative
to another reference frame, a defined set of reference frames are required for the imple-






where the subscript r represent the name of the current reference frame
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Figure 2.1: Examples of reference frames for a satellite orbiting the Earth. The orbit-
fixed frame axes in the figure are actually centered in the center of mass of the satellite
but are drawn outside for illustrative purposes
The reference frames mentioned here are the most relevant reference frames for the
CubeSTAR ADS. Figure 2.1 shows examples of reference frames for a spacecraft orbiting
the earth.
Spacecraft body frame
The spacecraft body frame has an origin at the mass center of the spacecraft. Three
orthogonal axes, Xb, Yb and Zb points in the same direction as the mechanical axes. On
CubeSTAR the mechanical axes are defined as the Zb axis is pointing toward the top of
the satellite while the Xb axis points towards and is orthogonal with the backplane. The
Yb axis is the axis found by the cross product:
Yb = Zb × Xb (2.2)
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Figure 2.2 shows how a model the CubeSTAR satellite with its body frame axes. The
spacecraft body frame is fixed to the body which means that the frame is following the
rotational motion of the spacecraft.
Figure 2.2: CubeSTAR with its defined mechanical axes.
Spacecraft Sensor frames
A sensor placed on the spacecraft will have a reference frame fixed to the spacecraft
and an origin at the center of the sensor. The orthogonal sensor axes Xs, Ys and Zs will
point in a direction dependent on the sensor orientation and properties. To determine the
attitude the sensor measurements will have to be transformed from the sensor reference
frame into the spacecraft body frame.
Orbit-defined frames
Two reference frames can be defined for the spacecraft orbit. Both centered at the center
of mass of the satellite but one fixed to the orbit and the other fixed in inertial space.
The Orbit-Fixed reference frame is defined by the axes, Xo, Yo and Zo. The Xo axis
is pointing in the orbital direction of motion, the Zo axis is pointing toward the Earth
(nadir) and the Yo axis is found by the cross product:
Yo = Zo × Xo (2.3)
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Earth-Centered Inertial Frame
The Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) Frame have the origin at the center of mass of the
Earth. Since the ECI frame is an inertial frame its orthogonal axes XECI , YECI and
ZECI are fixed in inertial space and does not rotate with the surface of the earth. The
ZECI axis is pointing parallel to the rotation axis of the Earth with north as the positive
direction, the XECI axis is pointing toward the point where the ecliptic plane is crossing
the equator plane (vernal equinox) and the YECI axis is found by the cross product:
YECI = ZECI × XECI (2.4)
Earth-Centered Earth Fixed Frame
The Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame also have its origin at the center of mass
of the Earth but in contrast to the ECI frame the ECEF frame is fixed with respect to
the surface of the earth. The ZECEF axis is pointing in the same direction as ZECEF ,
the XECEF axis pointing toward 0o latitude and 0o longitude and the YECEF axis is
found finishing the cross product:
YECEF = ZECEF × XECEF (2.5)
2.3 Attitude representation
The attitude of a spacecraft can be represented by a coordinate transformation from the
spacecraft body frame into a fixed reference frame [12]. A vector v, in the spacecraft





This vector can be transformed into the fixed reference frame FR, by using an operator R,
that projects the body frame vector components onto the reference frame thus creating
a new vector vR, in the reference frame. This transformation can be expressed as
vR = RRb vb (2.7)
where RRb is the operator that transforms a vector from body frame Fb, to the reference
frame FR.
The operator, R, is a 3 X 3 matrix, called the attitude matrix. To find the orientation













Each element of R is the cosine of the angle between the body axis unit vector and a
reference axis unit vector. For this reason the attitude matrix is often called the direction
cosine matrix.
2.4 Sensors
To measure the attitude of a spacecraft there exist a great variety of sensors. These sen-
sors can be divided into into two classes, inertial sensors and attitude sensors. An inertial
sensor measures a rotational or translational motion relative to an inertial reference sys-
tem [12]. The position or angular position is found by integrating the measurements once
or twice. Due to random drift and bias errors and the fact that an inertial sensor is blind
to all external references, correction based on measurements from an attitude sensor is
required. Attitude sensors is a class of sensors that measures an absolute attitude based
on an external reference. The light from the sun, the earth magnetic field or position
of the stars are examples of measurable objects that can be used as a reference. The
measurements from the sensor is compared with a mathematical model of the reference
based the time and position of the spacecraft. The gyroscope is the only inertial sensor
mentioned in this thesis but further investigation on the subject can be found in [12].
Gyroscope
A gyroscope (gyro) is an inertial sensor measuring change in the rotational motion often
based on a spinning mass mounted to a platform along an axis. Due to the principles of
conservation of angular momentum the spinning mass will try to maintain its spin axis by
exerting a force on the platform if the orientation of the platform is changed. The output
of the gyro which is proportional to the angular rate can be integrated once or twice to
find the angular velocity or position. Gyros based on MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
system) technology are most common on CubeSats due to the small size. Instead of a
spinning mass these sensors are often based on vibrating motion of a mass mounted on a
platform. The InvenSense ITG 3200 is a three-axis MEMS gyro chosen for CubeSTAR.
It has a resolution of 0.07(deg/sec)/LSB [5]. Further investigation of the gyro can be
done in [4] and [5].
Sun Sensors
As the sun has a view angle of 0.53o and can be treated as a point source at infinite dis-
tance it is a good candidate for an attitude reference object. Sun sensors are the second
most accurate attitude sensor and are the most widely used sensor for spacecrafts [10].
Sun sensors comes in various forms and design and it’s common to distinguish between
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analog and digital sun sensors.
Figure 2.3: Cosine sun detector [10]
The cosine sun detector is a type of analog sensor that exploits the fact that the energy
flux on a surface decrease with the cosine of the incident angle of the solar radiation,
hence the output of a photocell can be given by:
I(θ) = I(0)cos(θ) (2.9)
The solar cells on a space craft are often used as the sensor elements for this sensor
and measurements from three non parallel sides are required for obtaining a sun vector.
This type of sensor would be a good option for CubeSTAR if it had not been for the
antenna system prevents any sensor placement on the bottom side of the satellite thus
restricting the total FOV. Other types of analog sun sensors uses a mask to create a
shadow on portion of one or multiple photocells.
(a) One-axis sun sensor. (b) Two-axis sun sensor.
Figure 2.4: Examples of one- and two-axis sun sensors.
The one-axis sun sensor is the simplest of these sensors and can be built using two
photodiodes and a bar between them. To determine three vector components of the sun
vector two one-axis sun sensors are required [11]. A two-axis sun sensor can be created
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placing a one-axis sun sensor on two orthogonal axes or using a masked quadruple photo-
diode. Figure 2.4 shows an example of one- and two axis sun sensors. The sun sensor in
this thesis is a two-axis sun sensor based on the same principles as the sensors in Figure
2.4b and 2.4a.
For high accuracy sun sensing a digital sun sensor is required. Some digital sensors
can achieve an accuracy in the order of 0.017o [11]. These sensors are often based on a
CMOS or CCD image sensor with pixels in a NXM matrix or with N pixels in a single
axis. A pinhole placed on top of the image sensor with a specific height will create a
small light spot on the sensor when light shines in it. Depending on the angle of incident
light the light spot will illuminate different pixels on the image sensors and each pixel
can represent the direction of the sun vector. An illustration of this is shown in Figure
2.5.
Figure 2.5: An example of a CMOS digital sun sensor. When the sun shines on the
pinhole a light spot will occur on the CMOS chip. The pixel the light spot illuminate will
correspond to the direction of the sun vector [13].
An analog version of the pinhole based sensor can be realised using a tetra-lateral
position sensitive device (PSD) . This is a type of diode that produce an output indicating
the position of the light beam in two dimensions on the active area. Both digital and
analog pinhole based sensors are high accurate sensors but requires that the pinhole is
placed in a certain distance from the chip relative to the dimension of the active area to
give a sufficient FOV. Due to the low availability of image sensors and PSDs with small
enough dimensions this type of sensor was not considered for CubeSTAR.
Magnetometer
The earth magnetic field can be used as a attitude reference if the space craft is within a
few thousand kilometres above the earth surface. A three axis magnetometer measures
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the direction and magnitude of the earth magnetic field and the attitude can then be
determined by comparing the measurements from the sensor with a reference field model.
The field model is based on analysis of magnetic observation from satellites and ground
stations over the entire world [12]. Even as the accuracy of a magnetometer can be
very good, the field models which predicts the magnitude and field direction suffer from
inaccuracies. This give rise to an uncertainty in the measured attitude. As mentioned the
magnetometer is limited to space crafts below a few thousand kilometres as the magnetic
field strength decrease with distance from earth as 1/r3 [10]. The majority of CubeSATs
are, or plan to orbit the earth in a low earth orbit (LEO) and is maybe the reason why
the magnetometer is a preferred choice of attitude sensor. The Honeywell HMC5883L
is a three-axis magnetometer chosen for CubeSTAR. Information on the testing and the
calibrating of the Honeywell magnetometer can be found in [5] and [4].
Star sensor
The most accurate attitude sensor is the star sensor. It uses a high sensitivity camera
that identifies and compares an image of several stars to a known star pattern in a star
catalog. Only two or more stars is enough to give an attitude. The drawback of this
sensor is that they are complex, large and expensive.
Horizon sensor
The earth covers 40% of the sky in a low earth orbit (LEO) and is the second most
bright object next to the sun. Due to its large extension, direct detection of the earth
is insufficient as a reference source for attitude determination. Therefore it is common
for a sensor to determine the attitude based on the detection of the earth horizon. Both
star- and horizon sensors are seldom used on CubeSATs due to their size and complexity.
Chapter 3
Photodiodes
The majority of low cost analog sun sensors are based around one or several photodiodes.
For this reason an understanding of how photodiodes responds to light is important
when developing a sun sensor based on such a design. This chapter will explain the
basic photodiode theory, introduce some measurement techniques and the noise sources
present.
3.1 Optical generation of current
A photodiode is a semiconductive electronic device, which purpose is to transform photon
energy into an electrical signal. It has the same characteristics as a normal diode when
no light is present, with the diode current Equation given by [14]:
Id = Ith(e
qV
kT − 1) (3.1)
where Ith is the thermally generated current, q is the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann
constant, V is the diode bias voltage and T is the diode temperature in Kelvin.
When photons with energy E = hν hits the active area of the diode and the energy
is larger than the band-gap energy, Eg, electrons will be excited to the conduction band
leaving a hole in the valance band. This is called electron-hole pair (EHP) generation.
If the EHP generation occur in the depletion region the junction electric field will
accelerate the holes to the p-terminal and the electrons to the n-terminal. When gen-
eration occur outside the depletion region the holes and electrons will either recombine
or travel by diffusion. The holes and electrons that travel by diffusion are more likely
to reach the depletion region and be accelerated if they are within one diffusion length
from the depletion region. Defining an optical generation rate , gop (EHP/cm3 − s), as
the EHP generation contribution per area per second, the number of holes created per
second within one diffusion length from the transition region is ALpgop. The number
of electron created per second within one diffusion length from the transition region is
13
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(a) Photodiode cross section [15].
(b) Photodiode energy band diagram.
Figure 3.1: EHP generation in a photodiode. The EHP generated in situation 2, is within
the depletion region and is accelerated towards the diode terminals by the field, qV . The
EHP generated in situation 1. and 3. is outside the depletion region and will recombine
or travel by diffusion.
ALngop. Finally the number of carriers created per second in the depletion region is
AWgop. The total optical current due to the generation of these carriers is [14]:
Iop = qAgop(Lp + Ln + W ) (3.2)
Where Lp and Ln is the diffusion length on p- and n-side, W is the length of the
depletion region, A is the cross sectional area and q is the electron charge. Combining
Equation 3.1 and 3.2 the diode current can now be written as:
Id = Ith(e
qV
kT − 1)− Iop (3.3)
= Ith(e
qV
kT − 1)− qAgop(Lp + Ln + W ) (3.4)
The thermally generated current is commonly called the dark current since it is the
leakage current when no light is present [16]. Equation 3.4 shows how the width of the
depletion layer affects the total sensitivity of the photo diode. The wider the depletion
layer the higher the sensitivity. Defining η as the number of carriers that are collected
for every photon that hits the photodiode, Equation 3.4 can be reduced to [16]:
Id = Ith(e
qV
kT − 1)− η qPop
hν
(3.5)
Where Pop is the radiant power incident on the photodiode and hν is the energy per
photon. As seen from Equation 3.5 the photodiode current is proportional to the radiant
power.
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3.2 Angular dependency
An important feature of a photodiode when used in a sun sensor design is how the radiant
power on a surface depends on the incoming light angle. According to the Lambert Cosine
Law the total radiant power falling onto a surface is proportional to the cosine of the
angle between the incident light and the surface normal hence the diode current:
Id = I(0)nˆ ∙ sˆ = I(0) cos (θ) (3.6)
where nˆ and sˆ is the surface normal and sun unit vectors respectively, I(0) is the current
when the angle between these vectors are 0o. This is the same principle mentioned for
the cosine sun detectors in chapter 2.
Figure 3.2: The figure shows parallel light rays strikes a tilted surface. The light power
hitting the surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the incident light and
the surface normal.
3.3 Modes of operation
The photodiode can be operated in two different modes. The photoconductive (PC)
and the photovoltaic (PV) mode. In the PV mode no external voltage is applied, which
decrease the dark current to zero. The device itself sets up a voltage with increasing
light intensity making the device able to deliver power to an external load. This makes
this mode ideal for solar cells. Since the dark current is nearly zero the PV mode
is also suitable for low level light detection. The drawback of this mode is that the
speed of response decreases as the junction capacitance increase. For the PC mode an
external reverse bias is applied. This increases the depletion region, decreases the junction
capacitance, increase the speed response and gives a better linearity for a wider range of
light intensity [16]. Figure 3.3 shows a typical I-V characteristics of a photodiode. In the
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PV mode the photodiode operates in the fourth quadrant of the I-V plot and in the PC
mode the photodiode operates in the third quadrant. In the third quadrant the diode
current is almost entirely independent of the reverse bias voltage and is proportional to
the optical generation rate described in section 3.1.
Figure 3.3: Typical I-V characteristics of a photodiode showing an increased current with
increasing incident light power. The current in the 3. quadrant of the I-V characteristic
is independent of the bias voltage.
3.4 PIN photodiodes
There are various ways of improving the response of the the photodiode in both response
time and sensitivity. As seen from Equation 3.4 the sensitivity of the photodiode depends
on the width of the depletion region. By adding an intrinsic layer between the n- and
p-region the depletion region expands causing the photons with longer wavelength to be
absorbed in deeper layers which increase the spectral range of the diode [15]. Electrically,
the PIN photodiode behaves the same way as a conventional diode [17] but requires a
reverse bias to fully benefit from the intrinsic layer which means it should be operated
in the PC mode.
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3.5 Diode measurements
The output of a photodiode can be monitored as both voltage and current. Measuring
the voltage across the cathode and anode with a high impedance voltmeter will not
significantly shunt the diode current and the optical generated current will circulate
within the photodiode itself [15]. By looking at the diode current equation when Id → 0
the output voltage becomes:
Ith(e
qV












As seen from Equation 3.8 the diode voltage will be a logarithmic function of incident
light light power.
Current measurement can instead be done to achieve a linear response. It is often
preferable to convert the diode current measured into voltage since most Analog to Digital
Converters (ADC) and other electronic interface circuits takes voltage as an input. The
most common current-to-voltage circuits are the shunt ammeter and the transimpedance
amplifier (TIA). These circuits are shown in Figure 3.4. For the shunt ammeter setup
shown in Figure 3.4a the current to voltage conversion is done by measuring the voltage
drop in Rs produced by the diode current.
(a) The shunt ammeter (b) The transimpedance amplifier
Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the shunt ammeter a), and the transimpedance amplifier
b). Both photodiodes are operating in the PC mode.
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As seen from Equation 3.9 the output voltage increase as the shunt resistor RS
increase but this will also increase the voltage noise created by the input current noise
of the operational amplifier (Opamp) [18]. For the TIA shown in Figure 3.4b the diode
current will only flow through the feedback resistor Rf assuming a high impedance input
of the opamp. The opamp itself will try to maintain a virtual ground at the negative
input thus the output voltage will be the voltage drop over the feedback resistor produced
by the diode current:
Vout = −IdRf (3.10)
A capacitor is commonly placed in parallel with the feedback resistor for phase com-
pensation. This stabilises the circuit as an uncompensated circuits tends to oscillate.








where fGBW is the unity gain bandwidth product and CIN = CJ + CCM is the
summation of the diode junction capacitance and the input common mode capacitance
of the opamp. This is the minimum and optimal value for phase compensation in a wide
bandwidth application. An overcompensation can be done by choosing a larger value
and still keep the stability of the circuit but this will reduce the bandwidth. To give an
example the photodiode and the opamp chosen in this thesis have the following relevant
properties:
• PDB-154SM diode junction capacitance: 6 pF
• OPA4344 input common mode capacitance: 6 pF
• OPA4344 unity gain bandwidth product: 1 MHz
Inserting these values into Equation 3.12 and choosing a feedback resistor value of 4220Ω






2π 1 ∙ 106Hz ∙ 4220 ≈ 18pF (3.12)
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3.5.1 Noise mechanisms
Several noise sources will be present when measuring the current from a photodiode.
There are four sources that dominates: 1/f noise, shot noise, generation-recombination
noise and thermal noise. A typical noise characteristics of a photodiode is shown in
Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Noise sources in a photodiode [17]
1/f noise
The name of this noise source states the characteristics of the noise power. The main
cause of this noise comes from lattice defects and impurities near the surface of the
semiconductor material [17] but its true origin is not fully understood. The total noise












As seen from Equation 3.13 the total noise power is equal for each decade of frequency.
Since the noise power is proportional to the mean square value of the noise current the
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Where K is the noise current in ampere at 1Hz.
Shot noise
Shot noise is caused by the fluctuation in a continuous flow of charge carriers crossing a
potential barrier. The potential barrier in a photodiode is the junction potential. It has




where q is the electron charge, IDC is the direct current and Δf is the noise bandwidth.
Generation-recombination noise
G-R noise can be thought of as a random fluctuation in the mean photoconductance [21].
The random variation of generation, recombination and trapping of carriers causes the
number of free carriers to fluctuate and this has a direct effect on the DC photocurrent.
Defining τ as the lifetime of a EHP in the photodiode the G-R noise is white up to the
frequency of 1/τ and have a 1/f dependence for higher frequencies.
Thermal Noise
Thermal noise is caused by the random thermal motion and vibration of free carriers in
a conductor. It has a white noise power characteristics and is independent of any current






where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in kelvins and Δf is the noise
bandwidth of the system.
3.5.2 Noise equivalent
A full noise equivalent circuit of the TIA and the photodiode is shown in Figure 3.6.
The most important components from Figure 3.6 are
• En = amplifier noise voltage
• In = amplifier noise current
• RB = feedback resistance
• Rcell = cell series resistance
• rd = cell shunt resistance
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Figure 3.6: The noise equivalent for a photodiode and a transimpedance amplifier [17]
• Ecell = thermal noise of Rcell
• IS = Sensor dc photocurrent plus dark current

































where the first term is the photodiode noise, the second term is the cell’s thermal noise
arising from the cell resistance, the third term is the thermal noise of the feedback
resistor, the fourth term is the amplifier noise current, the fifth term is the amplifier
noise voltage creating a noise current through the feedback resistor and the last term is
the amplifier noise voltage creating a noise current through the input impedance Cin of
the amplifier. The input impedance is frequency dependent hence the bandwidth (BW)
term is included.
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Chapter 4
Sun Sensor design and principles
The solar cell panels, magnetorquers and the m-NLP boom system restricts the area
available on the side panels. This restriction affects the sun sensor design in such way
that it has to be made as small as possible. This chapter will explain the principles of
the the initial sun sensor design and show how the realisation of the mechanical design
is done.
4.1 Initial design
The first design proposal was given by associate professor Torfinn Lindem and is shown in
Figure 4.1. This design is based on four photodiodes with a rectangular active area placed
in each quadrant of a cross. The cross will act as a shadow bar between two opposing
photodiodes and will therefore provide two single-axis sun sensor pairs arranged in two
axes. This defines the sun sensor in this thesis as a two-axis sun sensor.
Figure 4.1: The initial design. Four photodiodes are placed in a 2X2 array and a shadow
cross shades three of the diodes.
23
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4.2 Sun sensor model
To find a sun vector based on output from the four photodiodes it is important to know
how each photodiode respond when the sensor is oriented in different directions relative
to the Sun. As shown in the last chapter, the output of a photodiode is proportional
to the radiant power falling onto an area of a photodiode. It was also shown that the
radiant power on an area decreases with cosine of the inclination angle hence the output
of the diode is given by:
Id = K ∙ Pop ∙ cosθ (4.1)
= K ∙ Ee ∙A ∙ cosθ (4.2)
where A is the illuminated area of the diode, Ee is the radiant power density and K is
a proportionality constant depending on the sensitivity of the diode. By taking relative
measurements of two opposing photodiodes by the means of dividing the output of two




K1 ∙ Ee ∙Ad1 ∙ cosθ
K2 ∙ Ee ∙Ad2 ∙ cosθ (4.3)
= C ∙ A1
A2
(4.4)
The constant C depends on the matching of the diodes and should optimally be equal
to 1. This shows that it is possible to derive a sun sensor model based on the relationship
of the illuminated areas.
Figure 4.2: Sun sensor viewed from the top with its quadrant and axis names defined
4.2.1 Shadow length and illuminated area
The illuminated area on the photodiode can be derived from the length of the shadow
made by the mask. The length depends on both the height of the mask and the angle of
the incoming light. Figure 4.3 shows a shadow mask casting a shadow with length L+Lr
from the mask. A shielding material covering the active area is assumed fully solid in its
whole height h. Angle, height and length relationship is given by:
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L = H tan θ, θ ² [0, 90) (4.5)
and
Lr = h tan θr, θ ² [0, 90) (4.6)
Figure 4.3: The shadow mask casting a shadow onto a diode. The rays hitting the cover
glass are refracted and falls onto the active area with an angle θr. The cover material
with refraction index n2 is assumed solid in its whole height h
Ld is the total length of the diode, the illuminated length Li is then given by:
Li = Ld − L− Lr (4.7)
= Ld −H tan θ − h tan θr (4.8)
The angle θr is the refracted angle and is related to θ by Snell’s law given by:
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n1 sin θ = n2 sin θr (4.9)
where n1 is the index of refraction for air, and n2 is the index of refraction for the cover







Defining a sun vector Sˆ pointing at the sun with an inclination angle θ from the sun
sensor normal, two angle components θx and θy can be founds from the angle between
the z-axis and the sun vector projection on the Z-X and the Z-Y plane respectively. They









The decomposed sun vector is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Using the situation in Figure
4.2 as an example, the first quadrant is shaded in both θx and θy negative direction. The
illuminated area on this diode is then given by:
AQ1 = Lxi ∙ Lyi (4.12)
= (Lxd − Lx − Lxr) ∙ (Lyd − Ly − Lyr) (4.13)
= (Lxd −H tan θx − h tan θxr) ∙ (Lyd −H tan θy − h tan θyr) (4.14)
The illuminated areas on the diodes in the second and fourth quadrant is given by:
AQ2 = Lyi ∙ Lxd (4.15)
= (Lyd −H tan θy − h tan θyr) ∙ Lxd (4.16)
AQ4 = Lxi ∙ Lyd (4.17)
= (Lxd −H tan θx − h tan θxr) ∙ Lyd (4.18)
The diode in the third quadrant is not shaded from any direction hence the illuminated
area is just the total area of the diode:
AQ3 = Lxd ∙ Lyd (4.19)
Equation 4.18 and 4.16 shows that the area illuminated on the fourth quadrant is
independent of the θy angle component and the area illuminated on the second quadrant
is independent of the θx angle component.
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Figure 4.4: The figure shows sensor plane and the definition of the angles θx and θy. θx
is defined as the angle between Zs of the sun vector Sˆ and the sun vector projection on
the X-Z plane (blue vector). θy is defined as the angle between Zs of the sun vector Sˆ
and the sun vector projection on the Y-Z plane (green vector).
4.2.2 Angle Characteristics
To extend the principle introduced in section 4.2 there should be possible to find both
θx and θy by comparing opposite diode pairs. As an example finding a sensor model for
one of the axis in the situation shown in Figure 4.2 the the diodes on the right side can






K1 ∙ Ee ∙AQ1 ∙ cos θ + K4 ∙ Ee ∙AQ4 ∙ cos θ
K3 ∙ Ee ∙AQ3 ∙ cos θ + K2 ∙ Ee ∙AQ2 ∙ cos θ (4.21)
Inserting the equations for the illuminated areas and removing the equal terms this
becomes:







∙ K1Lyi + K4Lyd
K2Lyi + K3Lyd
(4.22)
By assuming the diodes are nearly matched Equation 4.22 can be written as:
Hx1(θx) = C1 − C1 H
Lxd

















θx ² [0,−90) (4.24)
Deriving Equation 4.24 from Equation 4.21 is only valid when Id2 + Id3 >= Id1 + Id4.
When Id1 + Id4 >= Id2 + Id3 a transfer function can be derived by taking the reciprocal
of Equation 4.21. The same arguments can be done for finding the sun model for the
other axis. Overall the functions will be:







, for θx ² [0,−90)
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, for θy ² [0,−90)







, for θy ² [0, 90) (4.25)
4.2.3 Sensor field of view
Equation 4.8 can be used to determine the FOV of the sensor. By defining a maximum
angle θmax, where the shadow length equals the lenght of the active area in one direction
Equation 4.8 can be rewritten as:
Li = 0 (4.26)
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Equation 4.27 can be complicated to solve for θmax but an underestimation can be
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The FOV can then be found as
FOV = 2 ∙ θmax (4.30)












The height found in Equation 4.32 is the height from the photodiode shielding ma-
terial to the edge of the mask.
4.3 Sun Sensor realisation
4.3.1 Diode selection and placement
The diodes in the 2X2 array should be placed with high precision hence a quad photo-
diode would be the optimal choice. The Hamamatsu S5980 quad photodiode was first
considered but due to low availability this was rejected and other quad photodiodes avail-
able did not meet the dimension criteria defined in this thesis. Instead four single PIN
photodiodes (PDB-C154SM) from Advanced Photonix was chosen. This is a low cost
surface mount photodiode with an active area of 1.45X1.45 mm. Figure 4.5 shows a top
view of the photodiode and its dimensions.
(a) Top perspective of the PDB-
C154SM PIN photodiode
(b) The PDB-C154SM PIN photo-
diode dimension in mm [23].
Figure 4.5: The PDB-C154SM PIN photodiode
The diodes is placed in such way that the active area of the diodes are 3.52 mm apart
in both horizontal and vertical direction. To make the array symmetrical the two diodes
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Figure 4.6: The placement of PDB-C154SM in the 2X2 array on the sun sensor test PCB
V3.
on the right side of the array have its anodes pointing upward and the diodes on the left
side have its anodes pointing downwards. This is shown in Figure 4.6. As seen from the
Figure some misalignment of the diode placement can occur during soldering.
4.3.2 Shadow mask mechanical design
(a) Top perspective view
(b) Bottom perspective view
Figure 4.7: The CAD model of the shadow mask made in Autodesk Inventor. All dimen-
sions are in mm.
The shadow mask is designed to fit between the 2X2 diode array. The most important
feature of the shadow cross is that the cross roof viewed from the top is aligned with
the edges of the active area of the diode. This is done by placing a wide cross roof on
top of a more narrow cross. The cross was drawn using Autodesk Inventor as shown in
Figure 4.7 and the mechanical workshop on Department of Physics made a prototype
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3D-print mask based on the CAD (Computer assisted design) model . The 3D-print
prototype of the mask is made in Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic and is
shown in Figure 4.8. As the ABS plastic is not verified for space and can be damaged
by sunlight the flight model mask should be made in Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) ,
or Polyoxymethylene (POM) which are space grade plastics.
(a) Top view (b) Perspective view
Figure 4.8: The mask placement on the 2X2 diode array
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4.3.3 PDB-C154SM maximum diode current
An estimation of the maximum diode current when the sun is shining directly onto the
diode assuming no atmosphere can be found by integrating the spectral response D(λ)
of the PDB-C154SM with the black body spectrum B(T, λ) of the sun at a distance of 1
astronomical unit (AU) for every wavelength. The result is then multiplied by the area
of the photodiode:
Imax = Ad ∙
∫
D(λ) ∙B(T, λ)dλ (4.33)
A Matlab script found in appendix D.4 shows how this is solved using numerical
integration. The PDB spectrum is manually plotted in from Figure 4.9 with a step size











where the temerature, T, is set to 5777 Kelvin. Asphere is the area of a sphere with
radius 1 AU and Adisk is the area of a disk with the radius of the earth. This gives a
maximum current of:
Imax ≈ 0.587mA (4.35)
integration. The PDB spectrum is manually plotted in from Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9: The PDB-154SM spectral response showing the responsivity (A/W) VS wave-
length in nm [23].


























Blackbody spectrum, T = 5777
Figure 4.10: Black body spectrum of the sun at a distance of 1 AU calculated from Equa-
tion 4.34.
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Chapter 5
Electrical design
This chapter describes the electrical design for the sun sensor and presents the printed
circuit boards made throughout the development process.
5.1 Overview
The side panels for CubeSTAR are printed circuit boards designed to fit onto the sides of
the satellite structure. All sun sensor electronic circuitry in addition to the photodiodes
are surface mount components which simplifies the possibility to place the components
as tight as possible. This is done to fulfil the area restriction requirement and to make a
demonstration of a small area sun sensor design. The ATxmega32A4 microconroller was
first considered to be used for data processing for each sensor. With its small size and a
on chip ADC it would be convenient choice for this application [24]. Since the the internal
reference voltage on the ADC is limited to Vcc/1.6 the ATxmega was rejected and was
instead replaced with the 12-bit four-channel ADC for analog to digital conversion. The
data handling and signal processing will be done on the control unit for the ADCS which
is an Altera Cyclone IV Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The communication
bus between the ADCS control unit and the sun sensors is an Inter-Integrated Circuit
(I2C) communication bus which goes via the backplane. Figure 5.1 shows how the sun
sensor and its circuitry is connected on the top and side panels.
5.2 Diode current measurements
To operate the PIN photodiode properly the diode have to be operated in the PC mode
which is done by reverse biasing the diodes. To measure the current produced by the
diodes, a current-to-voltage amplifier with an TIA setup as introduced in chapter 3 was
chosen. This circuit converts a current into voltage with a relationship given by:
Vout = −ID ∙RF (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Block schematic of the sun sensor electronic circuitry.
where ID is the diode current and RF is the feedback resistor value. As seen from
Equation 5.1 the TIA will produce a negative output voltage when the current is positive
and the positive input set to ground. The CubeSTAR EPS will only serve unregulated
+2.7 to +3.6V on the power bus and due to the small area restriction and to minimize the
bus line width from the back panel onto the side panels no extra circuitry was considered
for giving negative voltage onto the side panels. This problem is solved by using the
single supply rail to rail opamp, OPA4344, and a positive reference bias, Vref , on the
positive input. The current to voltage relationship is then given by:
Vout = Vref − ID ∙RF (5.2)
Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of the TIA with the reference bias connected to the
positive input. The high accuracy voltage reference, ADR3425, is used as Vref giving a
voltage of 2.5V. The same reference is also used as reference for the ADC. The output
voltage will have to be inverted to make data processing easier but this will be done on
the FPGA. The choice of value for the feedback resistor depends on the maximum diode
current expected when the sun is shining directly onto the diode in an altitude > 200
km. A theoretical value was found in the last chapter to be Imax ≈ 0.587 mA. To exploit
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Figure 5.2: The transimpedance amplifier with a positive reference bias connected to the
positive input of the opamp.
This value do not exist in the E-series of resistors but scaling the value down to R
= 4220Ω the value can be found in the E48 and higher series. The minimum value a
feedback capacitor can have to ensure the stability of the circuit was found in chapter
3 to be 18 pF. An overcompensation can be done by choosing a higher value. This will
reduce the bandwidth and hence reduce high frequency noise. No further investigation of
this will be done in this thesis but should be considered later in the development process.
5.3 Analog to digital conversion
The primary goal when choosing an ADC converter was to find an I2C compatible device
able convert the data from all four diodes on the same chip. The AD7994 is a 4-channel,
12-bit, successive approximation ADC with an I2C compatible interface [25]. Successive
approximation is a type of analog to digital conversion which compares the analog signal
with the analog representations of a large range of binary numbers. On AD7994 this
is based around a capacitive Digital to Analog converter (DAC) . Figure 5.3 shows a
simplified block schematics of the conversation circuit on the AD7994.
After the sampling capacitor has acquired the signal and the switch SW1 from the
figure is switched to position B the comparator become unbalanced. The capacitive
DAC and the control logic will then rebalance the comparator by adding and subtracting
charge from to the sampling capacitor. The output value is then based on the amount
of charge the DAC has released which represent a binary value. The ADC is available in
two versions, AD7994-1 and AD7994-0. Both have one address pin which can be set to
either Vcc, ground or float. This combination will allow up to five devices connected to
the same bus. CubeSTAR will have a total of five sun sensors mounted onto the top- and
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(a) ADC Acquisition Phase [25]. (b) ADC Conversation Phase [25].
Figure 5.3: The converter operation of AD7994. Figure a) shows the acquisition phase
and b) shows the conversation phase
four side panels making the AD7994 a preferable choice. Each of the four photodiodes
of the sun sensor is connected at the four different channels of the ADC. The ADC can
be set into to a mode which automatically convert all four channels in a sequence. This
simplifies the I2C master driver code and reduces the conversion time. An example of
such a sequence is shown in Figure 5.4. A 2.5 V reference (ADR3425) is used and is the
same reference used as a reference bias on the TIA. With a dynamic range of 2.5 V and








Figure 5.4: ADC sequence operation
5.4 Temperature sensor
A temperature sensor is used and placed beneath the sun sensor. This will monitor the
temperature on the sun sensor and the side panels. The TMP175 is two-wire 9- to 12 bit
temperature sensor and requires no external components. It contains three address pins
which can be set to either Vcc, GND or float. This gives the ability to use 27 uniquely
addressed devices on the same bus. Since the two-wire interface is compatible with the
I2C bus the temperature sensor is placed on the same bus as the sun sensor.
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5.5 I2C communication bus
For the communication between the sun sensors and the ADCS module I2C communi-
cation bus was chosen to reduce the bus width on the backplane. This bus standard
invented by Philips uses only two bidirectional lines, data line (SDA) and clock line
(SCL) pulled up by resistors. Multiple devices can be connected to the same bus often
with one master and several slaves. I2C master drivers for the ADC and the temperature
sensor is implemented onto the FPGA using the devices as slaves. Figure 5.5 shows an
example of a full data transmission from an I2C compatible device. As seen from the
figure the I2C start and stop condition is initiated by pulling the data line low or high
respectively while the clock line stays high. This is followed by the I2C address byte
which contains seven address bits and one bit deciding if the slave should go into a write
or read state. This allows the master to either configure the slave by sending a pointer
register byte or to receive the data from the register set by the configuration.
Figure 5.5: A complete two byte data transfer on the I2C bus. To initiate a start and
stop condition the data line is pulled low and high respectively while the clock line stays
high. [26]
When connecting the top- and side panels to the backplane there will be a total of ten
devices on the same I2C bus. Each with their own unique I2C address. Table 5.1 and 5.2
shows the I2C addresses assigned for the temperature sensor and the ADC respectively
on the top- and side panels.
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TMP175
Side X X- Y Y- Z
I2C address 1110000 1001000 0110101 0110110 1001001
A0 GND GND Float GND Vcc
A1 GND GND Float Float GND
A2 Float GND GND Float GND
Table 5.1: This table show the I2C addresses assigned for the TMP175 on the top- and
side panels and how address pins are connected.
AD7994
Side X X- Y Y- Z
I2C address AD7994-0 0100010 0100001 0100000
I2C address AD7994-1 0100100 0100011
AS pin Vcc GND Vcc GND Float
Table 5.2: This table show the I2C addresses assigned for the ADC on the top- and side
panels and how address pins are connected.
5.6 Digital design
The digital logic for handling the data flow from all side panels and for finding the sun
vector is done on a FPGA. The design of the digital logic is done using the programming
language VHSIC hardware description language (VHDL) . The FPGA chosen for the
ADCS submodule is a Cyclone IV EP4CE115 FPGA from Altera. This contains 114
480 logical elements (LE) and 280 I/O pins. The package is a Fineline Ball Grid Array
(FBGA) containing 484 pins. The LE is the smallest unit of logical building block on
the Cyclone IV device and is shown in Figure 5.6. It contains a four input look-up table
(LUT), a programmable register and various interconnections. A Logic Array Block
(LAB) contains 16 LEs and a local interconnection transfer signals between the LEs in
the same LAB. A local interconnection can be driven by row and columnn interconnects
or by a direct connection to an adjacent block, like neighbouring LABs, phase-locked
loops (PLL), M9K RAM blocks and embedded multipliers [27]. Figure 5.7 shows the
LABs and its interconnection.
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Figure 5.6: Logical element of the Cyclone IV FPGA [27].
Figure 5.7: Logical array blocks and its interconnections [27].
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5.6.1 Digital logic
The sun sensor digital logic on the FPGA was entirely written in VHDL. Two I2C mas-
ter drivers were implemented into the FPGA to control the ADC and the temperature
sensor. When receiving a start condition from the ADCS module the ADC master driver
collect data from all five sides. The results from the four diodes on each side panel is
added and the highest value shows which side panel that receives the highest luminosity.
The result is then used to find the sun vector. Figure 5.9 shows block diagram of the sun
sensor top controller. It contains the following components:
Sens_CNTR is the main sensor controller and is actually a part of the sun sensor
top hierarchy. It contains a finite state machine (FSM) which finds and activates the
sensors on the panel that receive the highest luminosity. An Algorithmic State Machine
(ASM) chart for the FSM is shown in Figure 5.10.
AD7994 is the I2C master driver for the ADC AD7994. It contains a FSM and a
serial to parallel shift register.
TMP175 is the I2C master driver for the temperature sensor TMP175. It contains
a FSM and a serial to parallel shift register.
Sunvector is the component that finds the sun vector components based on data
from the sun sensor. Based on data from the Sens_CNTR this component also rotates
the vector components from the corresponding sensor frame into the satellite body frame.
It contains a tangent and a square root lookup table.
To be able to represent fractional numbers the sun vector is calculated using fixed
point arithmetic operations. In a fixed point binary array a fixed number of bits are used
to represent a fractional part and an integer part. As an example Figure 5.8 shows an
array with six bits. Two bits representing the integer part and four bits representing the
fractional part.
Figure 5.8: Fixed point representation.
To find the base ten number from a fixed point the binary array can be converted
to base ten and then scaled by a number dependent on power of two to the number of
fractional bits. Calculating the fixed point in Figure 5.8 gives:
(25 + 24 + 22 + 21 + 20) ∙ 1
24
= 3.375 (5.6)
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Fixed point arithmetic are more complicated to implement than just using a float-
ing point IP core. But since floating point use extensive more logic cells fixed point
representation is preferred.
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Figure 5.9: Block diagram of the sun sensor digital logic. The Sens_CNTR is actually
directly implemented as part of the top hierarchy but is shown here as an own component
for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5.10: ASM-chart for the sensor controller. After receiving a start conversation
the sun sensor controller gather data from all five sun sensors. The data from the sun
sensor that has the largest summation value is sent to the Sunvector component.
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5.7 PCB design
5.7.1 Sun sensor test PCB
Three sun sensor test PCB’s were made for various testing. The first card was made
for the characterisation of the diodes and contained only the TIA and four diodes. The
characterisation can be carried out by measuring the diode output over a range of bias
voltages which can be adjusted by tuning a potensiometer. The second test PCB was
made for testing of the I2C interface between the FPGA and the sun sensor and the third
test card was made for doing angular characterisation and for testing of the temperature
sensor. Detailed CAD drawings for the test PCB’s can be found in the appendix.
(a) Test card 1. (b) Test card 2.
(c) Test card 3 bottow view. (d) Test card 3 top view.
Figure 5.11: The three sun sensor test cards. Figure 5.11a shows the test card 1 used for
diode characterisation. Figure 5.11b shows the test card 2 used for testing the I2C inter-
face. Figure 5.11c and 5.11d shows the test card 3 used for the angular characterisation
of the sensor.
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5.7.2 Side panel PCB
The dimensions for the top- and side panels were defined in such way that they would
fit onto the structure of the satellite. Figure 5.13a and Figure 5.13b shows the physical
dimensions for the top panel and the four side panels. The screw holes for mounting the
panels to the satellite structure are shown as the outermost screw holes. The innermost
screw holes shown are the mounting holes for the magnetourquers. Two slot holes in the
side panel X- are made for the ability to access the debug connector and the kill-switch
mounted on the backplane. All boards are four layer PCB with an inner 70μm ground
and power layer. The 70μm thick layers were chosen for thermal reasons as the panels are
the satellite main heat radiators and to shield the satellite from external radiation. Two
6 mm. wide open copper planes connected to the ground layer are placed on the bottom
layer along the panel mounting screw holes. This ensures that the ground potential for
the panels are equal to the ground potential in the structure and gives a good thermal
connection to the rest of the satellite. The sun sensor share area with the solar cells, the
magnetorquers (MT) , the m-NLP connector and the payload deployment system on the
side panels. On the top panel it shares area with the MT and the electron emitter. A
12 pin connector is placed on each panel. These had to be placed in alignment with the
corresponding connectors on the backplane.
Figure 5.12: A close up of the Sun Sensor electronic circuitry on one of the side panels.
The numbers on the top right are the I2C addresses for the temperature sensor and the
ADC.
The capacitors shown in Figure 5.12 are decoupling capacitors used to ensure a stable
power and ground. A 4.7 μF tantal capacitor are placed at the output of the reference
to bypass low frequency transients. A 100 nF capacitor is placed between the power and
ground connection on each chip and between the positive inputs on the TIA and the
ground plane to bypass high frequency noise.
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(a) The physical dimensions for the the four side panels. The screw holes for mounting
the panels to the structure and the screw holes for mounting the magnetic coils are also
shown in the figure.
(b) The physical dimensions for the the top panel.
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(c) Top view.
(d) Bottom view.
Figure 5.13: The realisation of the top panel. This version of the top panel was supposed
to include two 6 mm. wide open copper planes on both sides. As seen from the figure
these were covered with a solder stop by mistake during the production process.
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Figure 5.14: The realisation of the side panel X- PCB viewed. The left figure shows a
top view of the panel and the right figure shows the bottom.
Chapter 6
Characterisation and results
This chapter will show the methods used for the characterisation of the sun sensor,
present the results and verify the sun sensor model.
6.1 Diode characterisation
The sun sensor test PCB v. 1 was used for diode characterisation. The characterisations
were carried out with four different lighting conditions. These were
• No light present
• A 30 W LED projector 20 cm away from the diodes
• Sun light filtered by a 700 nm optical low pass filter
• Direct sun light
The characterisations were done at noon early February from the chemistry building
at the University of Oslo. As the sun at this time of year has a low elevation angle the
path length through the atmosphere is relatively large hence a irradiance much less than
1367 W/m2 which is the irradiance on top of the atmosphere should be assumed. The
characteristics are shown in Figure 6.2 and the measured current with the bias voltage set
to −2 V is shown in table 6.1. Some deviations were observed for the characteristics done
in sun light. This is assumed to be caused by unstable atmospheric conditions. Due to
this effects a sun sensor characterisation in direct sun light will be difficult and should be
avoided. The estimated diode current when no atmosphere is present was calculated to
be Imax = 0.587mA. Assuming a linear response the relationship between an irradiance
of 1367 W/m2 and the irradiance the day the measurements were done should equal the
relationship between Imax and the diode current measured. Using the current from diode
3 as an example the unknown irradiance can be found:
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∙ 0.417mA = 971.10 W/m2 (6.3)
The value for the irradiance is larger than expected at that time of year with such
low elevation angle. Error sources such as reflection from surfaces can be the reason why
the value is large. Another source of error can be that Imax was underestimated. This
must be investigated further as the in flight feedback resistance estimated depends on
Imax.
Figure 6.1: Diode characteristics setup
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Bias Voltage No illumination LED projector Filtered sun light Direct sun light
D1 -2 V -3.39 nA -0.035 mA -0.200 mA -0.424 mA
D2 -2 V -0.17 nA -0.034 mA -0.191 mA -0.428 mA
D3 -2 V -6.60 nA -0.034 mA -0.189 mA -0.417 mA
D4 -2 V -0.17 nA -0.034 mA -0.192 mA -0.428 mA
Table 6.1: This table shows the diode characterisation results from the four photodiodes
on test card 1. The measurements were carried out with four different lighting conditions.
Figure 6.2: Diode characteristics from the four diodes with four different lighting condi-
tions. The red lines shows the characteristics for direct sun light, the black lines shows
for the filtered sun light, the green lines shows for the LED lamp and the blue lines shows
the dark current.
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6.2 Angular characterisation setup
An angular characterisation of each diode on the sun sensor was carried out. The purpose
of the angular characterisation was to analyse the output of each diode and to verify
the transfer function chosen for the sensor. A rotation frame able to rotate about two
orthogonal axis and a light source with some of the properties the sun posses was made.
A mechanical structure mounted on top of a rate table and a computer with a Labview
virtual instrument (VI) was used for data processing and for controlling the rotations.
The light source simulating the sun was realised using a 55 W car headlight inside a
projector box. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for the angular
characterisation.
Figure 6.3: Experimental setup for the angular characterisation
6.2.1 Sun simulator
Care must be taken when choosing a light source for the characterisation. An optimal
light source should possess the properties of the Sun at an altitude of 200-600 km. The
most relevant properties are:
• Uniform parallel rays
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• Approximately 0.5 degrees wide
• Infinite far away
• Black body spectrum with a color temperature of approximately 6000 kelvin.
The Sun itself seen from ground possesses most of these properties and would be
an obvious choice. But atmospheric conditions like clouds and the fact that the Sun is
moving across the sky with 0.25 degrees every minute makes accurate characterisation
difficult. This was shown by the diode characteristics done in section 6.1 even as the sky
looked clear. A commercial sun simulator was first considered but due to high cost this
was not an option. A custom made sun simulator was instead made.
Figure 6.4: Sun simulator cross section
A 55W halogen car headlight connected to an Agilent DC power supply was used as
a light source. The headlight has a parabolic reflector with a diameter of 190 mm. A
tungsten halogen bulb has a color temperature of about 3200 Kelvin which is sufficient
for angular testing. In order to preserve the parallel light rays and absorb the non parallel
rays the headlight was placed inside a modified overhead projector box and a 1.2 metre
long pvc tube was mounted to the box aiming at the headlight. A black light absorbing
textile was glued to the inside of the tube to absorb the non parallel light. Figure 6.4
shows a cross section of the sun simulator. The light source first considered was the
permanently mounted 400 W halogen light inside the projector box. Periodic oscillations
with a frequency of 100Hz were observed on the diode readouts and it was assumed that
this was due to oscillations from the halogen bulb itself as it runs on AC power. Figure
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6.5 and 6.6 shows two analog measurements comparing the diode output using an AC
and a DC power light source.
(a) Frequency measurements showing 100Hz (b) Voltage measurements showing 2.56
mV
Figure 6.5: The diode output measurements using a 400W AC halogen light source
Figure 6.6: The diode output measurements using the 55W DC halogen car headlight as
a light source
6.2.2 Angular stepping
For the angular characterisation a high precision single axis rate table from Ideal Aero-
smith was used for stepping about a vertical axis with an angle α. This table has a
position accuracy of 15 arc seconds. Rate or position of the table can be controlled and
monitored by ASCII commands through a RS232 interface. An Animatics Smart motor
was used for rotation about the horizontal axis with an angle β. This servo has an entire
servo control system built inside of a servo motor and can also be controlled and moni-
tored by ASCII commands [28]. A mechanical structure with a platform holding the sun
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sensor test card 3 is mounted on top of the rate table and the servo is attached to the
platform. The platform is mounted to the structure free to rotate around the horizontal
axis. Figure 6.8 shows a picture of the structure mounted on the rate table. The vertical
rotation axis is set to rotate from −60o to 60o with a step size of 1o. Some oscillation
problems with the servo motor was faced during the stepping. This is probably due to the
changing torque as the platform rotates. The problem were solved by tuning the servo
internal PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller and restrict the rotation range
to −50.13o to 48.96o with a step size of 1.8o. The rate table was stepping through its
whole dynamic range for every time the servo motor steps. Figure 6.7 shows a simplified
movement diagram of the angular stepping.
Figure 6.7: A simplified stepping diagram showing the motion of the moving platform
The rotations of the sun sensor with angle α and β, are related to the sun vector Sˆ





 sin αsin β cos α
cos α cos β
 (6.4)
Substituting Zs from Equation 4.11 with Zs from Equation 6.6 we obtain the following
expression:
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 sin αsin β cos α
cos α cos β










This shows that a rotation about the horizontal axis with an angle β is equal to the
angle θy and independent of θx hence the vertical shadow length do not change with
rotation about the vertical rotation axis.
Figure 6.8: The mechanical structure mounted on top of the rate table. The rate table
rotates the structure about the vertical rotation axis with an angle α and the servo rotates
the platform about the horizontal rotation axis with an angle β
6.2.3 Data acquisition
To make an interface between the sensor card and the computer the I2C bus from the
sun sensor test PCB is connected to a DE2-115 Cyclone IV FPGA development card.
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A simplified version of the digital logic explained in chapter 5 was implemented on the
FPGA and a NIOS II soft core processor was implemented to simplify RS-232 interfacing
between the computer and the development card.
6.2.4 Labview VI
The angular characterisation sequence was programmed and controlled with a VI made
in NI Labview and is a heavily modified version of the ADCS calibration VI in [4]. The VI
can operate in two modes: Single axis characterisation and full angular characterisation.
Single axis characterisation rotates around the vertical axis only, from an initial to a
predetermined angle. The full angular characterisation operate with both the horizontal
and vertical axis rotation. The VI stores a set of data for each step done by the rate table.
The data set contains the rate table angular orientation, the servo angular orientation
and diode readouts from all four diodes.
Figure 6.9: The front panel for the labview VI used in the angular characterisation.
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6.3 Angular characterisation result
All the results are plotted with respect to the rotational setup frame (α and β angles),
and there was no attempt to transpose this frame into the sensor frame (θx and θy angles).
Instead two angular characterisations with the sensor card mounted in two different initial
positions were carried out. The first initial position were such that the sensor x and y
axis were pointing along the horizontal and vertical rotation axis respectively. In the
other position the sensor card were rotated −90 degrees azimuth such that the sensor x
and y axis were pointing along the vertical and horizontal direction respectively. This
allow us to investigate an output only dependent on θy or θx as they can be directly
related to β depending on the initial position. This was shown in 6.2.2. A surface plot
of the characterisation results are shown in Figure 6.10 where the sun sensor test card
is rotated −90o azimuth as an initial position. As seen from the figure the full dynamic
range of 2.5V is not reached. This is because the feedback resistor values chosen for the
sun sensor test card were scaled for the 400 W projector bulb.
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(a) 2. quadrant diode output (b) 1. quadrant diode output
(c) 3. quadrant diode output (d) 4. quadrant diode output
Figure 6.10: Surface plot of the characterisation results from each diode. The sun sensor
test card is rotated −90 degrees as an initial position.
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6.3.1 Verification of the sun sensor model
To verify the sun sensor model found in chapter four the theoretical model H(θ) is fitted
with the measured model in a Matlab generated fitting script found in the appendix.
The measured model was calculated using the values obtained in the single diode char-
acterisation. Since θx and θy is directly related to β depending on the initial position the
model can be written as H(θ) = H(β). Therefore, the theoretical sun sensor model can
be written in the rotational frame as:










where C4α is an additional term used for testing any dependency on the secondary axis.
The refraction index and the height of the shadow mask and the shielding glass are
assumed known parameters and can be implemented into the model:











− c α (6.9)
where a, b and c are unknown parameters. The total height of the shadow mask made
for these measurement was 1.9mm which gives H = 1.9mm −1.04mm = 0.86mm. The
glass cover shielding the active area of the diode was measured to be h = 0.18 mm and
the refraction index of glass is approximately n2 = 1.5. Figure 6.12 and 6.11 shows the
measured models in dots plotted with a surface plot of the theoretical models. The fitting
parameters are found in table 6.2.
a b c r2
Hx1(β) 1.007 1.397 0.0007711 0.9965
Hx2(β) 1.019 1.46 0.000265 0.9861
Hy1(β) 0.9995 1.407 0.0004571 0.9840
Hy2(β) 0.9322 1.245 -3.816e-005 0.9948
Table 6.2: This table shows the fitting parameters found when the measured models are
fitted with the theoretical sun sensor model

























(a) Hx2(θx) calculated from measurement fitted with the theoretical sun model. The sensor































(b) Hx1(θx) calculated from measurement fitted with the theoretical sun model. The sensor
card is rotated −90 deg azimuth as an initial position
Figure 6.11: Surface plot of the best fit sun sensor model plotted on top of the measured
model

















































(b) Hy1(θy) calculated from measurement fitted with the theoretical sun model
Figure 6.12: Surface plot of the best fit sun sensor model plotted on top of the measured
model
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6.3.2 Discussion
As seen from Figure 6.11 and 6.12 and table 6.2 the measured sun models deviates
from the theoretical model to some degree. There can be several reasons for this. One
explanation for this can be that the edge shadow mask is not perfectly aligned with the
edge of the photo diode which is the assumption done when deriving the sun sensor model.
The parameter b represent in this case the length of the active area and any deviation
from its true value will thereby represent the overlapping misalignment. The parameter
c shows that there is a small dependency on rotation around α angle which can probably
explained by a small rotational mismatch of the shadow mask. The actual measured
value from each photodiode is the voltage which depends not only on the current, but
also the feedback resistance. The feedback resistances used in the characterisation can
deviate as much as 5% giving an additional mismatch in the sun sensor model. Overall
the sun model seem to fit the measurements quite well considering the characteristics
were done using a shadow mask made in ABS 3D print plastic and it was assumed an
exact value for the height of the mask. A more accurate shadow mask machinated in
PEEK or POM plastic and using 1% tolerance resistors or lower should give a better
fitting, but this holds as a demonstration of the principle.
6.4 Linearisation of the sun model
The variables of interest are θx and θy. Deriving an expression from the sun model with
respect to these variables will give an expression that would be hard to implement into
the FPGA. Since the sun model is a tangent function it should be possible to fit the
measured model into a linear model on the form:
H(θ) = a + bθ (6.10)
Using Hx1(θx) as an example will yield:






Since the measured models only had a very small dependency on the angle not corre-
sponding to their functions the linear fitting is done setting the non corresponding axis
to zero (α = 0). This is shown in Figure 6.13 and 6.14.
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(a) Linear fit of Hx1(θx)
(b) Linear fit of Hx2(θx)
Figure 6.13: Linear fit of Hx1(θx) and Hx2(θx)
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(a) Linear fit of Hy1(θy)
(b) Linear fit of Hy2(θy)
Figure 6.14: Linear fit of Hy1(θy) and Hy2(θy)






Table 6.3: This table shows the linear fit parameters obtained from the fitting shown in
Figure 6.13 and 6.14.
θx and θy can be found using Equation 6.12 with the parameters found in Table 6.3.
By merging the two functions for θx found from Hx1 and Hx2 and the same for θy gives
a result shown in Figure 6.15 and 6.16. A surface plot for β is also shown in the figures
and the residual plots shows the difference between the measured model for θx and θy
and the angle β.
6.4.1 Discussion
As seen from the residuals plot in figure 6.15b and 6.16b even the largest angle error is
within the accuracy requirement. This shows that a linearisation of the sun sensor model
should be sufficient. This also shows that a calibration of the sun sensor can be done by
two single rotations around the sensor x and y axis and obtain the a and b parameters
corresponding to each function. This will simplify the calibration process as the sun
sensors have to be calibrated when mounted to the side panels of CubeSTAR.
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(a) A surface plot of θx based on the parameters from table 6.3. The function is found
by finding θX from Hx1(θx) and Hx2(θx) and then merge the two functions. The gray
surface is a plot of θx = β and is the ideal value for θx.
(b) The residuals between the measured θx and the ideal function θx = β.
Figure 6.15: Surface plot based on the linearization of Hx1 and Hx1.
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(a) A surface plot of θy based on the parameters from table 6.3. The function is found by
finding θy from Hy1(θy) and Hy2(θy) and then merge the two functions. The gray surface
is a plot of θx = β and is the ideal value for θx.
(b) The residuals between the measured θy and the ideal function θy = β.
Figure 6.16: Surface plot based on the linearization of Hy1 and Hy1
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6.5 Temperature test
Variation in the temperature on the side panels should be expected in space. Therefore a
temperature test was done to see if the measured sun vector depend on the temperature
on the sensor. The sun sensor test card 3 was placed inside a thermo chamber and a
halogen light source was directed to the sensor through a hole in the chamber giving
an arbitrary angle. The temperature interval was from −23 Co to 60 Co. The setup is
shown in figure 6.17.
Figure 6.17: The test setup in the temperature chamber. The halogen light source were
placed on the outside of the chamber directed at the sun sensor through the peephole.
6.5.1 Discussion
As seen from figure 6.18 the mean value of each sun vector component seems to be
independent of temperature. However the noise of each component increases as the
temperature sinks to temperatures below 0 Co or rises to temperatures above 40 C o. One
reason for this can be that the responsivity of each diode is dependent on the temperature
and as the temperature deviates from the temperature where the responsivity is optimal
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the output of each diode decrease hence the signal to noise ratio decrease. Moisture
condensation on the chamber window was observed during the temperature cycling. It
should be assumed that there was some moisture condensation on the test card and the
photodiodes but how this effects the results is unknown. The temperature sensor should
still be kept in the design for monitoring the temperature on the side panels.
Figure 6.18: Plot of the sun vector components VS temperature. The figure shows that
the mean value of each component is independent of temperature but the noise increases
at low and high temperatures.
Chapter 7
Sun sensor implementation
This chapter will first explain how the sun vector measurements obtained from each
sensor on the side panels can be rotated from the sensor frame into the body frame of
the satellite. Secondly it will present the result obtained from the side panel integration.
7.1 Sun Vector Rotation
The sun sensor will be placed on the top- and side panels. When measuring the sun
vector from one of the panels, the vector will be measured in the corresponding sun
sensor reference. Since the ADS will determine the attitude based on transformation
from the body frame, the sun vectors will have to be transformed from the sensor frames
into the body frame. This can be done using the attitude matrix expressed in terms
of three euler angles. Euler angles are a convenient way of transforming vectors from a
reference frame to another by three successive rotation. Expressing cosine and sine by c
and s respectively the attitude matrix is given in euler angles by:
R123 =
 cψcθ sψcφ + cφsθsφ sψsφ − cφsθcφ−sψcθ cψcφ − sψsθsφ cψsφ + sψsθcφ
sθ −cθsφ cθcφ
 (7.1)
Where φ is the rotation about the x-axis, θ is the rotation about the y-axis and ψ
is the rotation about the z-axis. The subscript 123 is the euler rotation sequence which
start with a rotation about the x-axis and ends with the z-axis.
Denoting the sun vector in the body frame, Fb, as Sb and a measured vector, Ss,
in the sun sensor reference frame, Fs, with the subscript s as the name of the side, the
transformation is as follows:
Sb = RbxSs (7.2)
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Sb =





Starting with the transformation Fx →Fb, we obtain the following vector transfor-
mation:
Fx → Fb ⇒ φ = −90o, θ = 0, ψ = −90o
Sb =








F(−x) → Fb ⇒ φ = −90o, θ = 0, ψ = 90o
Sb =








Fy → Fb ⇒ φ = −90o, θ = 0, ψ = −180o
Sb =








F(−y) → Fb ⇒ φ = −90o, θ = 0, ψ = 0
Sb =








Fz → Fb ⇒ φ = 0, θ = 0, ψ = −90o
Sb =
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7.2 CubeSTAR integration test
The backplane and the side panels was integrated on a 3D print of the satellite structure
to test the interconnections. The I2C lines from the ADCS slot was directly connected
to a DE2-115 Cyclone IV development kit with the complete sun sensor digital logic im-
plemented. A power supply giving 3V was connected to the battery pack slot simulating
a battery.
(a) The side panel X- demounted show-
ing the inside of the satellite.
(b) The side panel X demounted showing
the backside of the backplane.
Figure 7.1: The connections from the the backplane to top- and side panels.
A sun vector measurement was done in direct sunlight to verify the connections to all
panels and to demonstrate how the sensor measurements in each corresponding reference
frame were projected to the body frame of the satellite. The satellite was rotated in
a random motion with each side pointing at the sun. Each sensor were given equal
calibration values based on values giving an non overlapping plot. Figure 7.2 shows the
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measurements plotted on an unit sphere. The colors in the figure are an indicator of
which sensor carried out the measurement.
(a) Perspective view (b) X-Y plane projection
(c) X-Z plane projection (d) Y-Z plane projection
Figure 7.2: Sun vector measurements plotted on a sphere. The colors indicate which
sensor the measurement are done by. Each of the sensors are not calibrated but instead
given equal calibration constants based on values giving a non overlapping plot.
Chapter 8
Summary and conclusion
This chapter summarizes the work done in this thesis, discuss the results and give a
recommendation for future work.
8.1 Summary of the present work
This thesis describe the process of developing a sun sensor for CubeSTAR. The work
done in this thesis can be summarised as:
• A two axis sun sensor have been developed. The design is based on four photodiodes
placed in each quadrant of a shadow mask. The dimensions for the final realisation
measures 10×10×1.9 mm. The shadow mask was realised in a 3D printer and
should be regarded as a prototype.
• A sun sensor model have been derived based on the illuminated area on each diode.
• A full angular characterisation of the sensor have been done in order to investigate
and verify the sun sensor model. The characterisation was done using two axis
rotational frame and a custom made sun simulator.
• A temperature characteristics has been done with temperatures ranging from -23
Co to 60 Co.
• A realisation of the top- and side panels have been made with the sun sensor im-
plemented. In addition the m-NLP boom system, the probe deployment system
and connectors for the magnetorquers have also been implemented. The intercon-
nections between the backplane and the panels have been tested and verified.
• The sun sensor digital logic have been written in VHDL to be compatible with the
FPGA on the ADCS submodule. The algorithm uses a linear model of the sun
sensor model to find the sun vector and rotates the vector from the corresponding
sensor frame into the body frame.
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8.2 Discussion and conclusions
The angular error for the two measured angles was less than ±5o for angles ranging from
−50.13o to +48.96o when using a linear model of the sun sensor model. This is within the
accuracy goal of ±10o and the FOV goal of 90o×90o. It was assumed that this error stem
from inaccuracies in the 3D print of the shadow mask thus using a PEEK or POM model
should give a better result. The results also showed that a calibration of the sun sensor
can be done by single rotations around the sensors x and y axis to calibrate the measured
θy and θx angles respectively. The mean value of an arbitrary sun vector measurement
was found to be independent of temperature, but the noise increase at very low or high
temperatures. The temperature sensor should still be a part of the design for monitoring
the temperature on the side panels but do not have to be placed right beneath the sun
sensor. The integration test showed that the interconnection between the backplane and
the side panels worked as it should and that the VHDL algorithm is able to find and
rotate the sun vectors from the corresponding sensor frames into the body frame. The
realisation of the top- and side panels not only give the ability to test the sun sensor in
a satellite frame but also the m-NLP boom system, the payload deployment system and
the magnetorquers can now be tested on the satellite. This satisfy the goal of bringing
the project further in development. Despite some improvements that should be done the
sun sensor developed in this thesis met all the requirements for the CubSTAR ADCS.
8.3 Future work
Although the sun sensor showed sufficient results there are several improvements that
should be done before the final integration. Along with this and further development of
the ADCS a recommendation for future work can be summarised as:
• A final model of the shadow mask should be milled out in PEEK or POM plastic
which are space verified materials. This will hopefully give a more accurate sun
sensor as a 3D printed model give rise to inaccuracies.
• A robust mounting of the shadow mask should be investigated. A rearranging of
the temperature sensor should give the opportunity to mount the shadow mask
from underneath with screws.
• A calibration setup able to calibrate the satellite mounted sun sensors should be
made.
• The Earth’s Albedo which is sunlight reflected off the atmosphere and the Earth
surface can give rise to an uncertainty in the measured sun vector. An optical low
pass filter will most likely eliminate much of the error but this must be investigated
further.
• Due to the noise observed during the temperature test a noise filter should be
considered. A mean value filter implemented into the FPGA is one option that
should be investigated.
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• The estimation of the in flight feedback resistance should be investigated further as
the calculated irradiance based on the diode characterisation gave a result larger
than expected.
• The ADS should be completed which involves the following work: An attitude
determination algorithm should be developed along with a magnetic field and sun
model. A final version of the ADCS submodule should be made. The sun sensor
digital logic should be implemented on the ADCS and tested.
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Appendix A
Production files
A.1 Schematics - Side panel X-
The following pages shows the schematics for the side panel X-. A complete set of
schematics for the side panels and the sun sensor test cards are found on the CD
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A.2 Parts List
A.2. PARTS LIST 95
Figure A.1: The parts list for the side panel X-.
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A.3 PCB design
A.3.1 Side panel X
(a) Top electric (b) Bot electric
Figure A.2: Side panel X PCB, top and bot electric
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(a) GND layer (b) Power layer
Figure A.3: Side panel X PCB, GND and power layer
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A.3.2 Side panel X-
(a) Top electric (b) Bot electric
Figure A.4: Side panel X- PCB, top and bot electric
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(a) GND layer (b) Power layer
Figure A.5: Side panel X- PCB, GND and power layer
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A.3.3 Side panel Y
(a) Top electric (b) Bot electric
Figure A.6: Side panel Y PCB, top and bot electric
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(a) GND layer (b) Power layer
Figure A.7: Sidepanel Y PCB, GND and power layer
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A.3.4 Side panel Y-
(a) Top electric (b) Bot electric
Figure A.8: Side panel Y- PCB, top and bot electric
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(a) GND layer (b) Power layer
Figure A.9: Sidepanel Y- PCB, GND and power layer
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A.3.5 Top panel Z+
A.3. PCB DESIGN 105
(a) Top electric
(b) Bot electric
Figure A.10: Top panel Z PCB, top and bot electric
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(a) GND layer
(b) Power layer
Figure A.11: Top panel Z PCB, GND and power layer
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A.3.6 Sun sensor test PCB
The schematics for the test cards can be found on the included CD.
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(a) Top electric
(b) Bottom electric
Figure A.12: Sun sensor test PCB 1
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(a) Top electric
(b) Bottom electric
Figure A.13: Sun sensor test PCB 2
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(a) Top electric
(b) Bottom electric
Figure A.14: Sun sensor test PCB 3
Appendix B
VHDL source code
This part shows the primary vhdl code in the sun sensor module of the ADCS. Two
lookup tables are also included in the source code but not shown here. These can
be found on the CD included with the thesis.
B.1 Top level VHDL file
Listing: Sun_sensor.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : Sun_sensor . vhd
−− Date : 20 . 03 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : Top c o n t r o l l e r f o r sun senso r
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
use work . a l l ;
e n t i t y Sun_sensor i s
port
(
SDA : inout s td_log i c ; −− B i d i r e c t i o n a l data
r s t : in s td_log i c ; −− System r e s e t
s c l k : in s td_log i c ; −− System c lock 50 MHz
start_conv : in s td_log i c ; −− Star t conver s i on when
high
SCL : out s td_log i c ; −− I2C c lo ck 100 kHz
−− Uncomment be f o r e implementing
−− i n to the ADCS module
−−X_value : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
−−Y_value : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
−−Z_value : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
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−− REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT −−
l ocked : out s td_log i c ;
n i o s_re se t : in s td_log i c ;
TXD : out s td_log i c ;
RXD : in s td_log i c
) ;
end Sun_sensor ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e Sun_sensor_arch o f Sun_sensor i s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− State d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
type s t a t e type i s ( i n i t , wa i t ing , s t a r t , wait_adc ,Add_Quad ,Add_chk ,
compare , wait_adc2 ,wait_tmp , stop ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− I2C address array d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
type I2C_array i s array (0 to 4) o f s td_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
−− I2C addre s s e s f o r AD7994
constant AD_I2C_adr : I2C_array :=
( "0100010" , −− Side panel X
"0100001" , −− Side panel X−
"0100100" , −− Side panel Y
"0100011" , −− Side panel Y−
"0100000" ) ; −− Top panel
−− I2C addre s s e s f o r TMP175
constant TMP_I2C_adr : I2C_array :=
( "1110000" , −− Side panel X
"1001000" , −− Side panel X−
"0110101" , −− Side panel Y
"1110110" , −− Side panel Y−
"1001001" ) ; −− Top panel
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− S igna l d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s i g n a l s t a t e : s t a t e type ;
−− Data from the ADC
s i g n a l data_CH1 : std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l data_CH2 : std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l data_CH3 : std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l data_CH4 : std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
−− Data from senso r with the h i ghe s t luminos i ty
s i g n a l CH1 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l CH2 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l CH3 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l CH4 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l X_temp : std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Xm_temp : std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Y_temp : std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Ym_temp : std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) ;
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s i g n a l Z_temp : std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) ;
−− I2C data s i g n a l s
s i g n a l SDA_signal_TMP : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l SDA_signal_ADC : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l SCL_ADC : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l SCL_TMP : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l clock_200 : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l sun_dataReady : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l tmp_dataReady : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l sunvec_ready : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l ADC_start : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l TMP_start : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l sh i f t_en : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l Load : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l TMPdata : s td_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Azimuth : s td_log ic_vector (9 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l t o t a l : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l total_X : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l total_Xm : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l total_Y : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l total_Ym : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l total_Z : unsigned (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l channel_cnt : i n t e g e r range 0 to 4 ;
s i g n a l channel_cnt2 : i n t e g e r range 0 to 4 ;
s i g n a l ADC_I2C_adr : s td_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l TEMP_I2C_adr : s td_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l suns ide : s td_log ic_vector (2 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l X_value_signal : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Y_value_signal : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Z_value_signal : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− PIO out data
s i g n a l Q1 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Q2 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Q3 : std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;




−− Component d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Nio s I I (REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT) −−
component N io s I I i s
port (
c lk_clk : in s td_log i c :=
’X’ ;
reset_reset_n : in s td_log i c :=
’X’ ;
ch1_external_connection_export : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) :=
( o the r s => ’X’ ) ;
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ch2_external_connection_export : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) :=
( o the r s => ’X’ ) ;
ch3_external_connection_export : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) :=
( o the r s => ’X’ ) ;
ch4_external_connection_export : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) :=
( o the r s => ’X’ ) ;
uart_0_external_connection_rxd : in s td_log i c :=
’X’ ;
uart_0_external_connection_txd : out s td_log i c ;
temp_external_connection_export : in std_log ic_vector (8 downto 0) :=
( o the r s => ’X’ )
) ;
end component N io s I I ;
−− Phase Locked Loop −−
component Pl l_clk i s
PORT
(
a r e s e t : IN STD_LOGIC := ’ 0 ’ ;
i n c l k 0 : IN STD_LOGIC := ’ 0 ’ ;
c0 : OUT STD_LOGIC ;
locked : OUT STD_LOGIC
) ;
end component Pl l_clk ;
−− ADC c o n t r o l l e r −−
component AD7994 i s
PORT
(
r s t : in s td_log i c ;
clk_200 : in s td_log i c ;
start_conv : in s td_log i c ;
I2C_adr : in std_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
data_CH1 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH2 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH3 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH4 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
DataReady : out s td_log i c ;
SCL : out s td_log i c ;
SDA : inout s td_log i c
) ;
end component AD7994 ;
−− Algoritm f o r f i nd i n g the un i t v e c t o r s −−
component Sunvector i s
port (
c l k : in s td_log i c ;
DataReady : in s td_log i c ;
data_CH1 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH2 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH3 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH4 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Sun_side : in std_log ic_vector (2 downto 0) ;
X_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Y_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Z_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0)
) ;
end component sunvector ;
component Tmp175 i s
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port (
r s t : in s td_log i c ;
start_conv : in s td_log i c ;
clk_200 : in s td_log i c ;
I2C_adr : in std_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
Tmp_data : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
DataReady : out s td_log i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
SCL : out s td_log i c ;
SDA : inout s td_log i c
) ;
end component Tmp175 ;
begin
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Port mapping −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
u0 : N io s I I −− REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT
port map( sc lk , Nios_reset , Q1 , Q2, Q3, Q4, RXD, TXD, TMPdata(15 downto 7)
) ;
P l l : P l l_c lk
port map( r s t , s c lk , clock_200 , locked ) ;
ADCNTR: AD7994
port map( r s t , clock_200 , ADC_start , ADC_I2C_adr , data_CH1 , data_CH2 ,
data_CH3 , data_CH4 , sun_dataReady , SCL_ADC, SDA) ;
Sunvec : Sunvector
port map( sc lk , sun_dataReady , CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4, suns ide ,
X_value_signal , Y_value_signal , Z_value_signal ) ;
TMPCNTR: Tmp175
port map( r s t , tmp_start , clock_200 ,TEMP_I2C_adr, TMPdata ,
TMP_dataReady , SCL_TMP, SDA) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Concurrent statements −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SCL <= SCL_TMP when TMP_start = ’1 ’ e l s e SCL_ADC;
−− Uncomment be f o r e f l i g h t −−
−−X_value <= X_value_signal ;
−−Y_value <= Y_value_signal ;
−−Z_value <= Z_value_signal ;
−− Nios s i gna l s , remove be f o r e f l i g h t −−
Q1 <= X_value_signal ;
Q2 <= Y_value_signal ;
Q3 <= Z_value_signal ;
Q4(2 downto 0) <= Sunside ;
Q4(11 downto 3) <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Proce s s e s s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− F in i t e State Machine −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s ta te_tr : p roc e s s ( r s t , clock_200 ) begin
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i f r s t = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
e l s i f r i s ing_edge ( clock_200 ) then
case s t a t e i s
when i n i t =>
ADC_start <= ’ 0 ’ ;
TMP_start <= ’ 0 ’ ;
channel_cnt <= 0 ;
channel_cnt2 <= 0 ;
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
−− Waiting f o r s t a r t conve r sa t i on from the ADCS
module
when wai t ing =>
i f start_conv = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
end i f ;
−− Ass ign ing I2C address f o r the ADC and s t a r t i n g
−− the ADC I2C master d r i v e r
when s t a r t =>
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr( channel_cnt ) ;
ADC_start <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= wait_adc ;
−− Waiting f o r conve r sa t i on to f i n i s h
when wait_adc =>
i f sun_dataReady = ’1 ’ then
ADC_start <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= Add_Quad ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait_adc ;
end i f ;
−− Adding the diode va lue s
when Add_Quad =>
to t a l <= unsigned ( not (data_CH1(11 downto 0) )
) + unsigned ( not (data_CH1(11 downto 0) ) )
+ unsigned ( not (data_CH1(11 downto 0) ) )
+ unsigned ( not (data_CH1(11 downto 0) ) ) ;
s t a t e <= Add_chk ;
when Add_chk =>
i f channel_cnt = 0 then
total_X <= to t a l ;
channel_cnt <= channel_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s i f channel_cnt = 1 then
total_Xm <= to t a l ;
channel_cnt <= channel_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s i f channel_cnt = 2 then
total_Y <= to t a l ;
channel_cnt <= channel_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s i f channel_cnt = 3 then
total_Ym <= to t a l ;
channel_cnt <= channel_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s i f channel_cnt = 4 then
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total_Z <= to t a l ;
s t a t e <= compare ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−− Comparing the t o t a l sum of the diode va lue s from
top and s i d e pane l s to i d e n t i f y which s i d epane l
−− that r e c e i v e s the h i ghe s t luminos i ty
when compare =>
i f ( total_X > total_Xm) and ( total_X >=
total_Y ) and ( total_X >= total_Ym) and (
total_X >= total_Z ) then
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr(0 ) ;
TEMP_I2C_adr <= TMP_I2C_adr(0 ) ;
channel_cnt2 <= 0 ;
suns ide <= "000" ;
e l s i f ( total_Xm > total_X ) and ( total_Xm >=
total_Y ) and ( total_Xm >= total_Ym) and
( total_Xm >= total_Z ) then
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr(1 ) ;
TEMP_I2C_adr <= TMP_I2C_adr(1 ) ;
channel_cnt2 <= 1 ;
suns ide <= "001" ;
e l s i f ( total_Y > total_Ym) and ( total_Y >=
total_X ) and ( total_Y >= total_Xm) and (
total_Y >= total_Z ) then
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr(2 ) ;
TEMP_I2C_adr <= TMP_I2C_adr(2 ) ;
channel_cnt2 <= 2 ;
suns ide <= "010" ;
e l s i f ( total_Ym > total_Y ) and ( total_Ym >=
total_X ) and ( total_Ym >= total_Xm) and
( total_Ym >= total_Z ) then
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr(3 ) ;
TEMP_I2C_adr <= TMP_I2C_adr(3 ) ;
channel_cnt2 <= 3 ;
suns ide <= "011" ;
e l s i f ( total_Z > total_X ) and ( total_Z >
total_Xm) and ( total_Z > total_Y ) and (
total_Z > total_Ym) then
ADC_I2C_adr <= AD_I2C_adr(4 ) ;
TEMP_I2C_adr <= TMP_I2C_adr(4 ) ;
channel_cnt2 <= 4 ;
suns ide <= "100" ;
end i f ;
ADC_start <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= wait_adc2 ;
−− Rece iv ing new va lues from the s i d epane l with the
h i ghe s t luminos i ty
when wait_adc2 =>
i f sun_dataReady = ’1 ’ then
ADC_start <= ’ 0 ’ ;
CH1 <= data_CH1(11 downto 0) ;
CH2 <= data_CH2(11 downto 0) ;
CH3 <= data_CH3(11 downto 0) ;
CH4 <= data_CH4(11 downto 0) ;
tmp_start <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= wait_tmp ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait_adc2 ;
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end i f ;
−− Waiting f o r conve r sa t i on from the temperature
s enso r to f i n i s h
when wait_tmp =>
i f TMP_dataReady = ’1 ’ then
tmp_start <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i f channel_cnt2 = 0 then
X_temp <= TMPdata(15 downto
7) ;
e l s i f channel_cnt2 = 1 then
Xm_temp <= TMPdata(15 downto
7) ;
e l s i f channel_cnt2 = 2 then
Y_temp <= TMPdata(15 downto
7) ;
e l s i f channel_cnt2 = 3 then
Ym_temp <= TMPdata(15 downto
7) ;
e l s i f channel_cnt2 = 4 then
Z_temp <= TMPdata(15 downto
7) ;
end i f ;
s t a t e <= stop ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait_tmp ;
end i f ;
when stop =>
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
when othe r s =>
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end case ;
end i f ;
end proce s s s ta te_tr ;
end sun_sensor_arch ;
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B.2 AD7994 ADC I2C master driver
Listing: AD7994.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : AD7994 . vhd
−− Date : 20 . 03 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : I2C master bus c o n t r o l l e r f o r AD7994
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
use work . a l l ;
e n t i t y AD7994 i s
port
(
r s t : in s td_log i c ;
start_conv : in s td_log i c ;
clk_200 : in s td_log i c ;
I2C_adr : in std_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
data_CH1 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH2 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH3 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
data_CH4 : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
DataReady : out s td_log i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
SCL : out s td_log i c ;
SDA : inout s td_log i c
) ;
end AD7994 ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e AD7994_arch o f AD7994 i s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−State dec l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
type s t a t e type i s ( i n i t , wait ing , s t a r t , ADC_address_write1 ,
ADC_address_write2 , ADC_address_read1 , ADC_address_read2 , ACK_slave_init
, ACK_slave ,
ACK_master , ADC_command_write1 , ADC_command_write2 , s tart_read_init ,
start_read_1 , start_read_2 ,
s e r i n_ in i t , s e r i n , s top_init , stop1 , stop2 , stop3 , serin_ACK) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−S igna l de c l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s i g n a l s t a t e : s t a t e type ;
s i g n a l b i t count : unsigned (7 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l adr_cmd : i n t e g e r range 0 to 7 ;
s i g n a l ACK_cnt : s td_log ic_vector (3 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Pdata : s td_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Pdata_in : s td_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l b i t_inc : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l sh i f t_en : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l r s t_i : s td_log i c ;
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s i g n a l SDA_signal : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l clk_100 : s td_log i c ;
−− I2C address o f the s l av e + read
s i g n a l SlaveAddress_Read : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) ;
−− I2C address o f the s l av e + wr i t e
s i g n a l SlaveAddress_Write : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Constant dec l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− COMMAND/ADDRESS POINT BYTE
CONSTANT ADC_command: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) := "11110000" ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Component dec l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
component SR_SerIn_redge i s
g en e r i c (
width : i n t e g e r := 16) ;
port
(
c l k : in s td_log i c ;
DataIn : in s td_log i c ;
sh i f t_en : in s td_log i c ;
DataOut : out std_log ic_vector ( width−1 downto 0)
) ;





BUFF: en t i t y work . SR_SerIn_redge ( SR_SerIn_arch )
port map( c l k => clk_100 ,
DataIn => SDA,
sh i f t_en => shi ft_en ,
DataOut => Pdata_in
) ;
BITINC : proce s s ( clk_200 )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( clk_200 ) then
i f r s t_i = ’1 ’ then
b i tcount <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
e l s i f b i t_inc = ’1 ’ then
i f b i t count = 15 then
b i tcount <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
e l s e
b i t count <= bitcount + 1 ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s BITINC ;
Pdata <= Pdata_in (15 downto 0) ;
SDA <= ’Z ’ WHEN SDA_signal = ’1 ’ ELSE ’ 0 ’ ;
SCL <= clk_100 ;
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SlaveAddress_Read <= I2C_adr& ’1 ’ ;
SlaveAddress_write <= I2C_adr& ’0 ’ ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−F in i t e State Machine−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s ta te_tr : p roc e s s ( r s t , clk_200 ) begin
i f r s t = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
e l s i f r i s ing_edge ( clk_200 ) then
DataReady <= ’ 0 ’ ;
sh i f t_en <= ’ 0 ’ ;
b i t_inc <= ’ 0 ’ ;
r s t_i <= ’ 0 ’ ;
case s t a t e i s
when i n i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
ACK_cnt <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
r s t_i <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Waiting f o r s t a r t convers ion−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when wai t ing =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f start_conv = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Pul l i ng SDA low whi le SCL i s high−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when s t a r t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_write1 ;
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Writing the I2C s l av e address and the wr i t e




clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= SlaveAddress_Write (adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_write2 ;
when ADC_address_write2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_write1 ;
e l s e
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adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Sets SDA high be f o r e r e c e i v i n g ACK from AD7994−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_slave_init =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Waiting f o r ACK from AD7994−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_slave =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f SDA = ’0 ’ then
i f ACK_cnt = 0 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_command_write1 ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 1 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= star t_read_in i t ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 2 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;
end i f ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Sending ACK to AD7994 f o r each byte rece ived−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_master =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
−− CH1 DATA
i f ACK_cnt = 3 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 4 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
data_CH1 <= pdata ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
−− CH2 DATA
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 5 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 6 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
data_CH2 <= pdata ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt +1;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
−− CH3 DATA
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 7 then
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SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 8 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
data_CH3 <= pdata ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
−− CH4 DATA
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 9 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 10 then
data_CH4 <= pdata ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop_in i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Sending the address po in t e r byte to AD7994−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ADC_command_write1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ADC_command(adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_command_write2 ;
when ADC_command_write2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_command_write1 ;
e l s i f adr_cmd = 0 then
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Pul l i ng SDA low whi le SCL i s high−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when star t_read_in i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= start_read_1 ;
when start_read_1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= start_read_2 ;
when start_read_2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read1 ;
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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−−Writing the I2C s l av e address and the read




clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= SlaveAddress_read (adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read2 ;
when ADC_address_read2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read1 ;
e l s i f adr_cmd = 0 then
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Reading data from AD7994−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when serin_ACK =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;
when s e r i n_ i n i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n ;
when s e r i n =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
sh i f t_en <= ’ 1 ’ ;
b i t_inc <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f b i t count = 7 then
s t a t e <= ACK_master ;
e l s i f b i t count = 15 then
s t a t e <= ACK_master ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;




when stop_in i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop1 ;
when stop1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop2 ;
when stop2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop3 ;
when stop3 =>
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clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
DataReady <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
when othe r s =>
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end case ;
end i f ;
end proce s s s ta te_tr ;
end AD7994_arch ;
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B.3 TMP175 temperature sensor I2C master driver
Listing: TMP175.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : Tmp175 . vhd
−− Date : 20 . 03 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : I2C master bus c o n t r o l l e r f o r TMP175 D i g i t a l Temperature
Sensor
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
use work . a l l ;
e n t i t y Tmp175 i s
port
(
r s t : in s td_log i c ;
start_conv : in s td_log i c ;
clk_200 : in s td_log i c ;
I2C_adr : in std_log ic_vector (6 downto 0) ;
Tmp_data : out std_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
DataReady : out s td_log i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
SCL : out s td_log i c ;
SDA : inout s td_log i c
) ;
end Tmp175 ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e Tmp175_arch o f Tmp175 i s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− State d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
type s t a t e type i s ( i n i t , wait ing , s t a r t , ADC_address_write1 ,
ADC_address_write2 , ACK_slave_init , ACK_slave , ADC_pointer_write1 ,
ADC_pointer_write2 , ADC_config_write1 , ADC_config_write2 ,
ADC_config_ACK1 , ADC_config_ACK2 , start_read_init , start_read_1 ,
start_read_2 , ADC_address_read1 , ADC_address_read2 , serin_ACK ,
s e r i n_ in i t , s e r i n , ACK_master , s top_init , stop1 , stop2 , stop3 ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− S igna l d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S igna l s t a t e : s t a t e type ;
s i g n a l b i t count : unsigned (7 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l adr_cmd : i n t e g e r range 0 to 7 ;
s i g n a l Ack_cnt : i n t e g e r range 0 to 5 ;
s i g n a l Pdata : s td_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Pdata_in : s td_log ic_vector (15 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l b i t_inc : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l sh i f t_en : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l r s t_i : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l SDA_signal : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l clk_100 : s td_log i c ;
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−− I2C address o f the s l av e + read
s i g n a l SlaveAddress_Read : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) ;
−− I2C address o f the s l av e + wr i t e
s i g n a l SlaveAddress_Write : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Constant dec l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− POINT BYTE SELECTING TEMPERATURE REGISTER
CONSTANT Pointer_reg_TMP : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) := "00000000
" ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Component dec l a ra t i on−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
component SR_SerIn_redge i s
g en e r i c (
width : i n t e g e r := 16) ;
port
(
c l k : in s td_log i c ;
DataIn : in s td_log i c ;
sh i f t_en : in s td_log i c ;
DataOut : out std_log ic_vector ( width−1 downto 0)
) ;





−− S e r i a l in p a r a l l e l out s h i f t r e g i s t e r , r i s i n g edge −−
BUFF: en t i t y work . SR_SerIn_redge ( SR_SerIn_arch )
port map( c l k => clk_100 ,
DataIn => SDA,




−− Div p ro c e s s e s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Process f o r i n c r e a s i n g b i tcount when bit_inc <= ’1 ’
BITINC : proce s s ( clk_200 )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( clk_200 ) then
i f r s t_i = ’1 ’ then
b i tcount <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
e l s i f b i t_inc = ’1 ’ then
i f b i t count = 15 then
b i tcount <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
e l s e
b i t count <= bitcount + 1 ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s BITINC ;
Pdata <= Pdata_in (15 downto 0) ;
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SDA <= ’Z ’ WHEN SDA_signal = ’1 ’ ELSE ’ 0 ’ ;
SCL <= clk_100 ;
SlaveAddress_Read <= I2C_adr& ’1 ’ ;
SlaveAddress_write <= I2C_adr& ’0 ’ ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−F in i t e State Machine−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s ta te_tr : p roc e s s ( r s t , clk_200 ) begin
i f r s t = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
e l s i f r i s ing_edge ( clk_200 ) then
DataReady <= ’ 0 ’ ;
sh i f t_en <= ’ 0 ’ ;
b i t_inc <= ’ 0 ’ ;
r s t_i <= ’ 0 ’ ;
case s t a t e i s
when i n i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
ACK_cnt <= 0 ;
r s t_i <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Waiting f o r s t a r t convers ion−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when wai t ing =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f start_conv = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= s t a r t ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= wait ing ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Pul l i ng SDA low whi le SCL i s high−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when s t a r t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_write1 ;
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Writing the I2C s l av e address and the wr i t e




clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= SlaveAddress_Write (adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_write2 ;
when ADC_address_write2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
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s t a t e <= ADC_address_write1 ;
e l s e
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Sending the po in t e r address byte to TMP175−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ADC_pointer_write1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= Pointer_reg_TMP(adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_pointer_write2 ;
when ADC_pointer_write2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_pointer_write1 ;
e l s i f adr_cmd = 0 then
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Set SDA high be f o r e r e c e i v i n g ACK from TMP175−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_slave_init =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Waiting f o r ACK from TMP175−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_slave =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f SDA = ’0 ’ then
−− ACK rec e i v ed from TMP175 when the
−− TWI address + wr i t e cond i t i on i s
sent
i f ACK_cnt = 0 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_pointer_write1 ;
−− ACK rec e i v ed from TMP175 when "
Pointer_reg_TMP" i s sent
−− to the po in t e r r e g i s t e r s e l e c t i n g
the temperature r e g i s t e r
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 1 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= star t_read_in i t ;
−− ACK rec e i v ed from TMP175 when the
−− TWI address + read cond i t i on i s
sent
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 2 then
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;
end i f ;
e l s e
TMP_data <= ( othe r s => ’0 ’ ) ;
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s t a t e <= stop_in i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Pul l i ng SDA low whi le SCL i s high−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when star t_read_in i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= start_read_1 ;
when start_read_1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= start_read_2 ;
when start_read_2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read1 ;
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Writing the I2C s l av e address and the read




clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= SlaveAddress_read (adr_cmd) ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read2 ;
when ADC_address_read2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f adr_cmd > 0 then
adr_cmd <= adr_cmd − 1 ;
s t a t e <= ADC_address_read1 ;
e l s i f adr_cmd = 0 then
adr_cmd <= 7 ;
s t a t e <= ACK_slave_init ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Reading data from TMP175−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when serin_ACK =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;
when s e r i n_ i n i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= s e r i n ;
when s e r i n =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
sh i f t_en <= ’ 1 ’ ;
b i t_inc <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f b i t count = 7 then
s t a t e <= ACK_master ;
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e l s i f b i t count = 15 then
s t a t e <= ACK_master ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= s e r i n_ i n i t ;
end i f ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Sending ACK to AD7994 f o r each byte rece ived−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
when ACK_master =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i f ACK_cnt = 3 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
ACK_cnt <= ACK_cnt + 1 ;
s t a t e <= serin_ACK ;
e l s i f ACK_cnt = 4 then
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
Tmp_data <= pdata ;
s t a t e <= stop_in i t ;




when stop_in i t =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop1 ;
when stop1 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 0 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop2 ;
when stop2 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t a t e <= stop3 ;
when stop3 =>
clk_100 <= ’ 1 ’ ;
SDA_signal <= ’ 1 ’ ;
DataReady <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
when othe r s =>
s t a t e <= i n i t ;
end case ;
end i f ;
end proce s s s ta te_tr ;
end TMP175_arch ;
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B.4 Serial in parallel out shift register, rising edge
This code was written by Jan Kenneth Bekkeng for the course FYS4220.
Listing: SR_SerIn_redge.vhd
−− Author : Jan Kenneth Bekkeng
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : SR_SerIn_redge . vhd
−− Date : 05 . 10 . 2010
−− Pro j e c t : FYS4220/9220 Lab3
−− Function : S e r i a l in p a r a l l e l out s h i f t r e g i s t e r , r i s i n g edge .
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . s td_log i c_ar i th . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
e n t i t y SR_SerIn_redge i s
g en e r i c (
width : i n t e g e r := 16) ;
port
(
c l k : in s td_log i c ;
DataIn : in s td_log i c ;
sh i f t_en : in s td_log i c ;
DataOut : out std_log ic_vector ( width−1 downto 0)
) ;
end SR_SerIn_redge ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e SR_SerIn_arch o f SR_SerIn_redge i s
s i g n a l data_int : s td_log ic_vector ( width−1 downto 0) ;
begin
SHIFT_REG:
proce s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
i f ( sh i f t_en = ’1 ’ ) then
data_int (0 ) <= DataIn ;
f o r i in width−2 downto 0 loop
data_int ( i +1) <= data_int ( i ) ;
end loop ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s SHIFT_REG;
DataOut <= data_int ;
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end SR_SerIn_arch ;
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B.5 Sun vector finder
B.5.1 Top level sun vector finder
Listing: Sunvector.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : Sunvector . vhd
−− Date : 03 . 09 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : Finding X, Y and Z component
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− This func t i on f i n d s the X, Y and Z component −−




−− The two added quadrants which g i v e s the lowest −−
−− output i s d iv ided by the oppos i t e two quadrant . −−
−− The r e s u l t i s p r opo r t i ona l with the cor re spond ing ax i s −−
−− i n c l i n a t i o n ang le and can be s ca l ed with two cons tant s −−
−− to g ive the c o r r e c t va lue −−
−−
−−
−− The z ax i s va lue i s found by :
−−
−− z = 1/ sq r t (1+tan ( theta_x )^2 + tan ( theta_y ) ^2) −−
−− X and Y ax i s va lue i s found by
−−
−− X = z* tan ( theta_x ) and Y = z * tan ( theta_y ) −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
−−use IEEE . s td_log i c_ar i th . a l l ;
L ibrary f l o a t f i x l i b ;
use f l o a t f i x l i b . f ixed_pkg . a l l ;
e n t i t y Sunvector i s
port (
c l k : in s td_log i c ;
DataReady : in s td_log i c ;
data_CH1 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH2 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH3 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
data_CH4 : in std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Sun_side : in std_log ic_vector (2 downto 0) ;
X_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Y_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Z_value : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0)
) ;
end sunvector ;
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a r c h i t e c t u r e Sunvector_arch o f Sunvector i s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− S igna l d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Ca l i b ra t i on cons tant s −−
constant c1_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c2_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c3_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c4_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c5_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c6_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c7_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c8_X : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c1_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c2_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c3_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c4_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c5_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c6_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c7_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c8_Xm : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c1_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c2_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c3_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c4_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c5_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c6_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c7_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c8_Y : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c1_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c2_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c3_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c4_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c5_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c6_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c7_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c8_Ym : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c1_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c2_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c3_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c4_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c5_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c6_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c7_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
constant c8_Z : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) := to_ufixed (45.00 ,6 , −2) ;
s i g n a l c1 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c2 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c3 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c4 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c5 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c6 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c7 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l c8 : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
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−− Clock t r i g g ed by dataReady
s i g n a l s ta r t_c lk : s td_log i c ;
S i gna l s tart_div : s td_log i c ;
S i gna l s ta r t_s lope : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l dataReady_clk : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l Queue : s td_log i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
s i g n a l X_start : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l Y_start : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l X_sign : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l Y_sign : s td_log i c ;
s i g n a l Quad1_fixed : u f i x ed (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Quad2_fixed : u f i x ed (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Quad3_fixed : u f i x ed (11 downto 0) ;
s i g n a l Quad4_fixed : u f i x ed (11 downto 0) ;
−− This s i g n a l s i s used f o r adding the quadrants −−
S igna l X_right_add : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l X_left_add : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Y_high_add : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Y_low_add : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
−− Divider s i g n a l s
S i gna l X_num : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l X_denum : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Y_num : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Y_denum : u f i x ed (12 downto 0) ;
−− S i gna l s used f o r s c a l i n g the X and Y angle components −−
S igna l s l ope : u f i x ed (0 downto −11) ;
S i gna l X_slope : u f i x ed (0 downto −11) ;
S i gna l Y_slope : u f i x ed (0 downto −11) ;
S i gna l X_slope_scaled : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
S i gna l Y_slope_scaled : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
S i gna l X_udata : u f i x ed (1 downto −11) ;
S i gna l Y_udata : u f i x ed (1 downto −11) ;
−− X, Y and Z component s i g n a l s −−
S igna l X_Axis : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Y_Axis : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
S i gna l Z_Axis : s td_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Component d e c l a r a t i o n −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
component tan_lut i s
port (
data : in u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
Axis_data : out u f i x ed (1 downto −11)
) ;
end component tan_lut ;
component Ang_scale i s
port (
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c l o ck : in s td_log i c ;
s i gn : in s td_log i c ;
c1 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
c2 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
c3 : in u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
c4 : in u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
data : in u f i x ed (0 downto − 11) ;
r e s u l t : out u f i x ed (6 downto −2)
) ;
end component Ang_scale ;
component comp_finder i s
port (
c l o ck : in s td_log i c ;
X_udata : in u f i x ed (1 downto −10) ;
Y_udata : in u f i x ed (1 downto −10) ;
X_sign : in s td_log i c ;
Y_sign : in s td_log i c ;
Sun_side : in std_log ic_vector (2 downto 0) ;
X_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Y_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Z_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0)
) ;
end component comp_finder ;
begin
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Port Map −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Finding the s i n e value o f the theta_x angle
tan_X : tan_lut
port map( X_slope_scaled , X_udata) ;
−− Finding the s i n e value o f the theta_y angle
tan_Y : tan_lut
port map( Y_slope_scaled , Y_udata) ;
−− Sca l i ng the theta_x angle s l ope based on the c a l i b r a t i o n cons tant s
X_scale : Ang_scale
port map( clk , X_sign , c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , X_slope , X_slope_scaled ) ;
−− Sca l i ng the theta_y angle s l ope based on the c a l i b r a t i o n cons tant s
Y_scale : Ang_scale
port map( clk , Y_sign , c5 , c6 , c7 , c8 , Y_slope , Y_slope_scaled ) ;
−−Finding X, Y and Z components
Comp_out : comp_finder
port map( clk , X_udata(1 downto −10) , Y_udata(1 downto −10) , X_sign ,
Y_sign , Sun_side , X_axis , Y_axis , Z_Axis ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Concurrent statements −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Ass ign ing the c a l i b r a t i o n cons tant s f o r the cor re spond ing senso r −−
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c1 <= c1_X when "000" ,
c1_Xm when "001" ,
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c1_Y when "010" ,
c1_Ym when "011" ,
c1_Z when "100" ,
c1_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c2 <= c2_X when "000" ,
c2_Xm when "001" ,
c2_Y when "010" ,
c2_Ym when "011" ,
c2_Z when "100" ,
c2_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c3 <= c3_X when "000" ,
c3_Xm when "001" ,
c3_Y when "010" ,
c3_Ym when "011" ,
c3_Z when "100" ,
c3_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c4 <= c4_X when "000" ,
c4_Xm when "001" ,
c4_Y when "010" ,
c4_Ym when "011" ,
c4_Z when "100" ,
c4_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c5 <= c5_X when "000" ,
c5_Xm when "001" ,
c5_Y when "010" ,
c5_Ym when "011" ,
c5_Z when "100" ,
c5_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c6 <= c6_X when "000" ,
c6_Xm when "001" ,
c6_Y when "010" ,
c6_Ym when "011" ,
c6_Z when "100" ,
c6_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c7 <= c7_X when "000" ,
c7_Xm when "001" ,
c7_Y when "010" ,
c7_Ym when "011" ,
c7_Z when "100" ,
c7_X when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
c8 <= c8_X when "000" ,
c8_Xm when "001" ,
c8_Y when "010" ,
c8_Ym when "011" ,
c8_Z when "100" ,
c8_X when othe r s ;
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X_value <= X_axis ;
Y_value <= Y_axis ;
Z_value <= Z_axis ;
dataReady_clk <= c lk when s ta r t_c lk = ’1 ’ e l s e ’ 0 ’ ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Proce s s e s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
vec : p roc e s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
s ta r t_c lk <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i f DataReady = ’1 ’ then
s ta r t_c lk <= ’ 1 ’ ;
Quad1_fixed <= to_ufixed ( not data_CH1(11 downto 0) ,
Quad4_fixed ’ high , Quad4_fixed ’ low ) ;
Quad2_fixed <= to_ufixed ( not data_CH2(11 downto 0) ,
Quad1_fixed ’ high , Quad1_fixed ’ low ) ;
Quad3_fixed <= to_ufixed ( not data_CH3(11 downto 0) ,
Quad2_fixed ’ high , Quad2_fixed ’ low ) ;
Quad4_fixed <= to_ufixed ( not data_CH4(11 downto 0) ,
Quad3_fixed ’ high , Quad3_fixed ’ low ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s vec ;
ADDER: proce s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
i f s ta r t_c lk = ’1 ’ then
X_right_add <= Quad1_fixed + Quad4_fixed ;
X_left_add <= Quad2_fixed + Quad3_fixed ;
Y_high_add <= Quad1_fixed + Quad2_fixed ;
Y_low_add <= Quad3_fixed + Quad4_fixed ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s ADDER;
X_comp_divider : p roc e s s ( c lk , Queue )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
i f ( ( X_left_add ) >= (X_right_add ) ) then
X_num <= X_right_add ;
X_denum <= X_left_add ;
X_sign <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f ( ( X_right_add ) > (X_left_add ) ) then
X_num <= X_left_add ;
X_denum <= X_right_add ;
X_sign <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s X_comp_divider ;
Y_comp_divider : p roc e s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
i f ( (Y_Low_add) >= (Y_High_add) ) then
Y_num <= Y_High_add ;
Y_denum <= Y_Low_add;
Y_sign <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f ( (Y_High_add) > (Y_Low_add) ) then
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Y_num <= Y_Low_add;
Y_denum <= Y_High_add ;
Y_sign <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Y_comp_divider ;
Main_X_divider : p roc e s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
X_slope <= r e s i z e ( (X_num) /(X_denum) ,0 ,−11) ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Main_X_divider ;
Main_Y_divider : p roc e s s ( c l k )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l k ) then
Y_slope <= r e s i z e ( (Y_num) /(Y_denum) ,0 ,−11) ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Main_Y_divider ;
end Sunvector_arch ;
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B.5.2 Sun vector rotation and component finder
Listing: comp_finder.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : comp_finder . vhd
−− Date : 03 . 09 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : Finding X, Y and Z component
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− This func t i on f i n d s the vec to r component X, Y and Z and transpose the
−−
−− vec to r in to the body frame
−−
−− The z ax i s va lue i s found by z = 1/ sq r t (1+tan ( theta_x )^2 + tan ( theta_y )^2
) −−




l i b r a r y i e e e ;
l i b r a r y ieee_proposed ;
Library f l o a t f i x l i b ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
−−use IEEE . s td_log i c_ar i th . a l l ;
use f l o a t f i x l i b . f ixed_pkg . a l l ;
use work . a l l ;
use fixed_alg_pkg . a l l ;
e n t i t y comp_finder i s
port (
c l o ck : in s td_log i c ;
X_udata : in u f i x ed (1 downto −10) ;
Y_udata : in u f i x ed (1 downto −10) ;
X_sign : in s td_log i c ;
Y_sign : in s td_log i c ;
Sun_side : in std_log ic_vector (2 downto 0) ;
X_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Y_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0) ;
Z_data : out std_log ic_vector (11 downto 0)
) ;
end comp_finder ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e comp_finder_arch o f comp_finder i s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− S igna l d e c l a r a t i o n s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s i g n a l X_data_init : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
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s i g n a l Y_data_init : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l Z_data_init : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l X_bodyframe : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l Y_bodyframe : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l Z_bodyframe : s f i x e d (1 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l Z_usqrt : u f i x ed (0 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l power_X : u f i x ed (3 downto −10) ;
s i g n a l power_Y : u f i x ed (3 downto −10) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Component d e c l a r a t i o n s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
component sqrt_lut i s
port (
data : in u f i x ed (0 downto −10) ;
Sqrt_data : out s f i x e d (1 downto −10)
) ;
end component sqrt_lut ;
begin
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Port mapping −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Z_find : sqrt_lut
port map( Z_usqrt , Z_data_init ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Concurrent statements −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
X_data <= to_slv (X_bodyframe ) ;
Y_data <= to_slv (Y_bodyframe ) ;
Z_data <= to_slv ( Z_bodyframe ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
power_X <= r e s i z e (X_udata*X_udata ,3 ,−10) ;




−− Pro j e c t i ng the cor re spond ing senso r frame vec to r components onto the body
frame
with Sun_side s e l e c t
X_bodyframe <= r e s i z e ( Z_data_init ,1 , −10) when "000" ,
r e s i z e (−Z_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "001" ,
r e s i z e (−X_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "010" ,
r e s i z e (X_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "011" ,
r e s i z e (−Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "100" ,
r e s i z e (−Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
Y_bodyframe <= r e s i z e (X_data_init ,1 , −10) when "000" ,
r e s i z e (−X_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "001" ,
r e s i z e ( Z_data_init ,1 , −10) when "010" ,
r e s i z e (−Z_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "011" ,
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r e s i z e (X_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "100" ,
r e s i z e (−Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when othe r s ;
with Sun_side s e l e c t
Z_bodyframe <= r e s i z e (Y_data_init ,1 , −10) when "000" ,
r e s i z e (Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "001" ,
r e s i z e (Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "010" ,
r e s i z e (Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when "011" ,
r e s i z e ( Z_data_init ,1 , −10) when "100" ,
r e s i z e (Y_data_init ,1 ,−10) when othe r s ;
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
X_Sign_fix : p roc e s s ( c l o ck )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l o ck ) then
i f X_sign = ’0 ’ then
X_data_init <= r e s i z e ( Z_data_init * to_s f ixed (X_udata)
,1 ,−10) ;
e l s i f X_sign = ’1 ’ then
X_data_init <= r e s i z e (−(Z_data_init * to_s f ixed (
X_udata) ) ,1 ,−10) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s X_Sign_fix ;
Y_Sign_fix : p roc e s s ( c l o ck )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l o ck ) then
i f Y_sign = ’0 ’ then
Y_data_init <= r e s i z e ( Z_data_init * to_s f ixed (Y_udata)
,1 ,−10) ;
e l s i f Y_sign = ’1 ’ then
Y_data_init <= r e s i z e (−(Z_data_init * to_s f ixed (
Y_udata) ) ,1 ,−10) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Y_Sign_fix ;
Z_mult : p roc e s s ( c l o ck )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l o ck ) then
Z_Usqrt <= r e s i z e ( r e c i p r o c a l ( to_ufixed (1 ,0 , −10) + power_X +
power_Y) ,0 ,−10) ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Z_mult ;
end a r c h i t e c t u r e ;
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B.5.3 Sun model linearisation
Listing: Ang_scale.vhd
−− Author : David Michael Bang
−− Company : Un ive r s i ty o f Oslo
−− F i l e name : Ang_scale . vhd
−− Date : 20 . 03 . 2012
−− Pro j e c t : Sunsensor f o r CubeSTAR
−− Function : Sca l i ng o f s l ope ang le data
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− This func t i on uses a l i n e a r model to s c a l e the data in to a ang le va lue −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
l i b r a r y f l o a t f i x l i b ;
use i e e e . std_logic_1164 . a l l ;
use i e e e . numeric_std . a l l ;
use i e e e . std_logic_unsigned . a l l ;
use IEEE . s td_log i c_ar i th . a l l ;
use f l o a t f i x l i b . f ixed_pkg . a l l ;
use work . a l l ;
e n t i t y Ang_scale i s
port (
c l o ck : in s td_log i c ;
s i gn : in s td_log i c ;
c1 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
c2 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
c3 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
c4 : in u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
data : in u f i x ed (0 downto − 11) ;
r e s u l t : out u f i x ed (6 downto −2)
) ;
end en t i t y ;
a r c h i t e c t u r e Ang_scale_arch o f Ang_scale i s
s i g n a l r e s u l t_ s i gna l : u f i x ed (6 downto −2) ;
s i g n a l K1 : u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
s i g n a l K2 : u f i x ed (6 downto − 2) ;
begin
r e s u l t <= r e su l t_ s i gna l ;
K1 <= c1 when s i gn = ’0 ’ e l s e c3 ;
K2 <= c2 when s i gn = ’0 ’ e l s e c4 ;
Sca l : p roce s s ( c l o ck )
begin
i f r i s ing_edge ( c l o ck ) then
r e s u l t_ s i gna l <= r e s i z e (K1 − (K2*data ) ,6 ,−2) ;
end i f ;
end proce s s Sca l ;
end a r c h i t e c t u r e ;
Appendix C
C source code
This code was used on the implemented NIOS II core during the calibration and





* Created on : 30 . mars 2012













i n t main ( void )
{
whi l e ( 1 )
{
us l e ep (10000) ;
Q1in16 = IORD_ALTERA_AVALON_PIO_DATA(CH1_BASE) ;
Q1out16 = Q1in16 ;
Q2in16 = IORD_ALTERA_AVALON_PIO_DATA(CH2_BASE) ;
Q2out16 = Q2in16 ;
Q3in16 = IORD_ALTERA_AVALON_PIO_DATA(CH3_BASE) ;
Q3out16 = Q3in16 ;
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Q4in16 = IORD_ALTERA_AVALON_PIO_DATA(CH4_BASE) ;
Q4out16 = Q4in16 ;
tmpin = IORD_ALTERA_AVALON_PIO_DATA(TEMP_BASE) ;
tmpout = tmpin ;
p r i n t f ( "%4x%4x%4x%4x%3x\n" ,Q1out16 , Q2out16 , Q3out16 , Q4out16 , tmpout ) ;
}






* Created on : 30 . mars 2012
* Author : davidmb
*/
#inc lude <s td i o . h>
#inc lude <uni s td . h>
#inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
#inc lude <s td i n t . h>
#inc lude " system . h"
#inc lude " l i n k e r . h"
#inc lude " alt_types . h"
#inc lude " altera_avalon_pio_regs . h"
#i f n d e f RS_232_H_
#de f i n e RS_232_H_
#end i f /* RS_232_H_ */
Appendix D
Matlab source code
D.1 Angular characterisation and sun model fitting
This code plots the angular characterisation data and fits the measured model with
the theoretical model. The matlab generated code that does both the sun model




%% Author : David Michael Bang %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c l e a r a l l





Data = importdata ( ’ 90 deg_orient . txt ’ ) ;
NX = 119 ;
MX = 56 ;
NY = 91 ;
MY = 56 ;
case 1
Data = importdata ( ’ norm_orient . txt ’ ) ;
NX = 120 ;
MX = 56 ;
NY = 91 ;
MY = 56 ;
end
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Y = ze ro s (NY,MY) ;
X = ze ro s (NX,MX) ;
counter = 1 ;
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f o r i = 1 : ( l ength (Data ( : , 1 ) )−1)
i f Data ( i +1 ,1) ~= Data ( i , 1 )




A( counter , : ) = Data ( end , : ) ;
Angle_x = unique (A( : , 1 ) ) ;
Angle_y = unique (A( : , 2 ) ) ;
Quad1 = reshape (A( : , 3 ) ,NX,MY) ;
Quad2 = reshape (A( : , 4 ) ,NX,MY) ;
Quad3 = reshape (A( : , 5 ) ,NX,MY) ;
Quad4 = reshape (A( : , 6 ) ,NX,MY) ;




Y1 = (Quad2+Quad3) . / (Quad1 + Quad4) ;
Y2 = 1 . / (Y1) ;
case 1
Angle_y = −Angle_y ;
Y1 = (Quad1+Quad2) . / (Quad3 + Quad4) ;
Y2 = 1 . / (Y1) ;
end
f i g u r e (1 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x , Angle_y ,Quad1 ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
25)
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
−38)
z l a b e l ( ’ Diode␣output␣ vo l tage ␣ (V) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’
)
t i t l e ( ’ 1 . ␣quadrant ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 0 0 . 7 ] , ’ v i s3d ’ )
c o l o rba r
f i g u r e (2 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x , Angle_y ,Quad2 ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
25)
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
−38)
z l a b e l ( ’ Diode␣output␣ vo l tage ␣ (V) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’
)
t i t l e ( ’ 2 . ␣quadrant ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 0 0 . 7 ] , ’ v i s3d ’ )
c o l o rba r
f i g u r e (3 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x , Angle_y ,Quad3 ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
25)
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y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
−38)
z l a b e l ( ’ Diode␣output␣ vo l tage ␣ (V) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’
)
t i t l e ( ’ 3 . ␣quadrant ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 0 0 . 7 ] , ’ v i s3d ’ )
c o l o rba r
f i g u r e (4 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x , Angle_y ,Quad4 ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
25)
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ r o t a t i on ’ ,
−38)
z l a b e l ( ’ Diode␣output␣ vo l tage ␣ (V) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’
)
t i t l e ( ’ 4 . ␣quadrant ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 0 0 . 7 ] , ’ v i s3d ’ )
c o l o rba r
f i g u r e (5 )
mesh (Angle_x , Angle_y , to ta l ’ )
switch case_data
case 0
f i g u r e (6 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
%mesh (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y (29 : end ) ,Y1( 16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end ) ’ )
[ f i t r e su l t_h2 , gof_h2 ] = tanFitneg (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y (29 : end ) ,Y1
( 16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’H_{x2 }(\ theta_x ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{x2 }(\ theta_x ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ , ’ ( I_2+I_3 ) /( I_1+I_4 ) ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 0 60 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (7 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
[ f i t r e su l t_h1 , gof_h1 ] = tanFitpos (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ( 1 : 2 9 ) ,Y2
( 16 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 2 9 ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’H_{x1 }(\ theta_x ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{x1 }(\ theta_x ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ , ’ ( I_1+I_4 ) /( I_2+I_3 ) ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 0 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (8 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
[ S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx2 , Singlegof_hx2 ] = l i n e a rF i t S i n g l eAx i s (Angle_y (29 : end ) ,
Y1(63 , 29 : end ) )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’H_{x2 }(\ theta_x ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{x2 }(\ theta_x ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ ( I_2+I_3 ) /( I_1+I_4 ) ’ , ’ L inear ␣Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ )
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ax i s ( [ 0 60 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (9 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
[ S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx1 , Singleof_hx1 ] = l i n e a rF i t S i n g l eAx i s (Angle_y ( 1 : 2 9 ) ,Y2
(63 , 1 : 2 9 ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’H_{x1 }(\ theta_y ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{x1 }(\ theta_y ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ ( I_1+I_4 ) /( I_2+I_3 ) ’ , ’ L inear ␣Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ )
ax i s ([−60 0 0 1 . 2 ] )
Theta_x2 = ( (Y1(16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end )−S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx2 . p2 ) . /
S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx2 . p1 ) ’ ;
Theta_x1 =((Y2( 16 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 2 9 )−S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx1 . p2 ) . / S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hx1 .
p1 ) ’
Y( : , 1 : 2 9 ) = Theta_x1 ’ ;
Y( : , 2 9 : end ) = Theta_x2 ’ ;
f i g u r e (11)
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y , Angle_y * ones (1 , l ength (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ) ) , ’
EdgeColor ’ , ’ b lack ’ )
hold ’ on ’
s u r f (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ,Y’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’H_{x}(\ theta_x ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’ \ theta_x␣from␣merging␣H_{x1 }(\ theta_x ) ␣and␣H_{x2 }(\ theta_x ) ’ , ’
FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’Measured␣model ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 −60 60 ] )
f i g u r e (12)
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
Re s i due l i n e a rF i t (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ,Y)
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’ Res idua l s ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Res idua l s ␣between␣ the ␣a␣measured␣\theta_x␣and␣\beta ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −50 50 −6 6 ] )
case 1
f i g u r e (6 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y (29 : end ) ,Y1( 16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end ) ’ )
[ f i t r e su l t_h3 , gof_h3 ] = tanFitpos (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y (29 : end ) ,Y1
( 16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’H_{y1 }(\ theta_y ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{y1 }(\ theta_y ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ , ’ ( I_1+I_4 ) /( I_2+I_3 ) ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 0 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (7 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ( 1 : 2 9 ) ,Y2( 16 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 2 9 ) ’ )
[ f i t r e su l t_h4 , gof_h4 ] = tanFitneg (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ( 1 : 2 9 ) ,Y2
( 16 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 2 9 ) ’ )
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x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’H_{y2 }(\ theta_y ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{y2 }(\ theta_y ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ , ’ ( I_1+I_4 ) /( I_2+I_3 ) ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 0 60 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (8 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
[ S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy1 , Singlegof_hy1 ] = l i n e a rF i t S i n g l eAx i s (Angle_y (29 : end ) ,
Y1(63 , 29 : end ) )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’H_{y1 }(\ theta_y ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{y1 }(\ theta_y ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ ( I_1+I_2 ) /( I_3+I_4 ) ’ , ’ L inear ␣Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ )
ax i s ([−60 0 0 1 . 2 ] )
f i g u r e (9 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
[ S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy2 , Singleof_hy2 ] = l i n e a rF i t S i n g l eAx i s (Angle_y ( 1 : 2 9 ) ,Y2
(63 , 1 : 2 9 ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’H_{y2 }(\ theta_y ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’H_{y2 }(\ theta_y ) ␣ c a l c u l a t ed ␣ from␣measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’
f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ ( I_2+I_3 ) /( I_1+I_4 ) ’ , ’ L inear ␣Sun␣Sensor ␣model ’ )
ax i s ( [ 0 60 0 1 . 2 ] )
Theta_y1 = ( (Y1(16 : 1 06 , 2 9 : end )−S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy1 . p2 ) . /
S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy1 . p1 ) ’ ;
Theta_y2 =((Y2( 16 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 2 9 )−S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy2 . p2 ) . / S ing l e_f i t r e su l t_hy2 .
p1 ) ’
Y( : , 2 9 : end ) = Theta_y1 ’ ;
Y( : , 1 : 2 9 ) = Theta_y2 ’ ;
f i g u r e (10)
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
mesh (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y , Angle_y * ones (1 , l ength (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ) ) , ’
EdgeColor ’ , ’ b lack ’ )
hold ’ on ’
s u r f (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ,Y’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’ \ theta_y␣ ( deg ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’ \ theta_y␣from␣merging␣H_{y1 }(\ theta_y ) ␣and␣H_{y2 }(\ theta_y ) ’ , ’
FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
l egend ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ , ’Measured␣model ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −60 60 −60 60 ] )
f i g u r e (11)
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
Re s i due l i n e a rF i t (Angle_x (16 : 106 ) ,Angle_y ,Y)
x l ab e l ( ’ \ alpha ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’ \ beta ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’ Res idua l s ␣ ( deg ) ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Res idua l s ␣between␣ the ␣a␣measured␣\theta_y␣and␣\beta ’ )
ax i s ([−60 60 −50 50 −5 5 ] )
end
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D.2 Sun vectors plot script




%% This s c r i p t p l o t s the measurements obta ined from the %%
%% f i v e s a t e l l i t e mounted sun s en so r s . %%
%%
%%
%% Author : David Michael Bang
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c l e a r ’ a l l ’
Data = importdata ( ’ 10 . 04 . 2013_0918_SunSensor . txt ’ ) ;
X_counter = 1 ;
Xm_counter = 1 ;
Y_counter = 1 ;
Ym_counter = 1 ;
Z_counter = 1 ;
f o r i = 1 : ( l ength (Data ( : , 1 ) )−1)
i f Data ( i , 4 ) == 0
X_X(X_counter ) = Data ( i , 1 ) ;
Y_X(X_counter ) = Data ( i , 2 ) ;
Z_X(X_counter ) = Data ( i , 3 ) ;
X_counter = X_counter + 1 ;
e l s e i f Data ( i , 4 ) == 1
X_Xm(Xm_counter ) = Data ( i , 1 ) ;
Y_Xm(Xm_counter ) = Data ( i , 2 ) ;
Z_Xm(Xm_counter ) = Data ( i , 3 ) ;
Xm_counter = Xm_counter + 1 ;
e l s e i f Data ( i , 4 ) == 2
X_Y(Y_counter ) = Data ( i , 1 ) ;
Y_Y(Y_counter ) = Data ( i , 2 ) ;
Z_Y(Y_counter ) = Data ( i , 3 ) ;
Y_counter = Y_counter + 1 ;
e l s e i f Data ( i , 4 ) == 3
X_Ym(Ym_counter ) = Data ( i , 1 ) ;
Y_Ym(Ym_counter ) = Data ( i , 2 ) ;
Z_Ym(Ym_counter ) = Data ( i , 3 ) ;
Ym_counter = Ym_counter + 1 ;
e l s e i f Data ( i , 4 ) == 4
X_Z( Z_counter ) = Data ( i , 1 ) ;
Y_Z( Z_counter ) = Data ( i , 2 ) ;
Z_Z( Z_counter ) = Data ( i , 3 ) ;
Z_counter = Z_counter + 1 ;
end
end
[ Xs , Ys , Zs ] = sphere (30) ;
f i g u r e (1 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,24)
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s e t ( gca , ’ P ro j e c t i on ’ , ’ p e r s p e c t i v e ’ )
s c a t t e r 3 (X_X,Y_X,Z_X,80 , ’ r ’ , ’ f i l l e d ’ )
hold ’ on ’
s c a t t e r 3 (X_Xm,Y_Xm,Z_Xm,80 , ’b ’ , ’ f i l l e d ’ )
s c a t t e r 3 (X_Y,Y_Y,Z_Y,80 , ’ k ’ , ’ f i l l e d ’ )
s c a t t e r 3 (X_Ym,Y_Ym,Z_Ym,80 , ’ g ’ , ’ f i l l e d ’ )
s c a t t e r 3 (X_Z,Y_Z,Z_Z,80 , ’m’ , ’ f i l l e d ’ )
mesh (Xs , Ys , Zs , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ b lack ’ )
alpha ( . 9 )
t i t l e ( ’ Sun␣Vector ␣Measurements ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,30 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’X␣component ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,30 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’Y␣component ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,30 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’Z␣component ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,30 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ )
h_legend = legend ( ’ S ide ␣Panel ␣X ’ , ’ S ide ␣Panel ␣X− ’ , ’ S ide ␣Panel ␣Y ’ , ’ S ide ␣Panel ␣
Y− ’ , ’ S ide ␣Panel ␣Z ’ )
s e t ( h_legend , ’ FontSize ’ ,24) ;
ax i s ([−1 1 −1 1 −1 1 ] )
view (0 , 0 )
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D.3 Temperature characteristics plot script
This script plots the measurements obtained from the temperature characteristics.
Listing: Temperatureplot.m
c l e a r ’ a l l ’ ;
Data = importdata ( ’m23_60deg . txt ’ ) ;
Temperature = Data ( : , 1 ) ;
X_axis = Data ( : , 2 ) ;
Y_axis = Data ( : , 3 ) ;
Z_axis = Data ( : , 4 ) ;
f i g u r e (1 )
axes ( ’ FontSize ’ ,18)
p l o t ( Temperature , X_axis , ’ . r ’ )
hold ’ on ’
p l o t ( Temperature , Y_axis , ’ . b ’ )
p l o t ( Temperature , Z_axis , ’ .m’ )
t i t l e ( ’ Sun␣Vector ␣Components␣VS␣Temperature␣ (C^o ) ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ Temperature␣ (C^o ) ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,24 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ Axis ␣Value ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,24 , ’ f ontwe ight ’ , ’ b ’ )
l egend ( ’X␣Axis ␣Value ’ , ’Y␣Axis ␣Value ’ , ’Z␣Axis ␣Value ’ )
g r id ’ on ’
ax i s ([−30 60 −1 1 ] )
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D.4 Maximum diode current
This matlab code finds the theoretical current produced by the PDB-154SM pho-
todiode assuming no atmosphere.
Listing: PDB_C154SM_spectrum.m
%% Estimation o f the cur rent produced by the photodiode
%% PDB−154SM when sun l i gh t at a d i s t anc e o f 1 AU sh in e s
%% d i r e c t l y onto the diode assuming no atmosphere .
%%
%% Author : David M Bang
Sun_temp = 5777 ;
c = 299792458;
h = 6.63 e−34;
k = 1.38 e−23;
nm = 1e−9;
Total = 0 ;
Total750 = 0 ;
Area_chip = 0 .00145 *0 .00145 ;
AU = 1.496 e+11;
earth_disc = pi *(6371 e+3)^2;
omega = earth_disc /(4* pi *AU^2) ;
% Data acqu i red from the data shee t
wavelength = ( [ 50 , 100 , 150 ,200 , 250 , 300 , 350 , 400 , 450 , 500 , 550 , 600 ,
650 , 700 , 750 , 800 , 850 , 900 , 950 , 1000 , 1050 , 1100 ,
1150 ,1200 ,1250 ,1300 ,1350 ,1400 ,1450 ,1500 ,1550 ,1600 ,1650 ,1700 ,1750 ,1800 ,1850 ,1900 ,1950 ,2000 ] )
;
r e sponse = ( [ 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 9 , 0 . 1 6 , 0 . 2 3 , 0 . 2 7 , 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 3 8 , 0 . 4 2 , 0 . 4 7 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 3 , 0 . 5 2 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] )
;
Total_current_wavelength = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( wavelength ) ) ;
B = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( wavelength ) ) ;
a = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( wavelength ) ) ;
s = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( wavelength ) ) ;
f o r l = 1 : l ength ( wavelength )
a ( l ) = (2*h*c^2) / ( ( wavelength ( l ) *nm) ^5) ;
s ( l ) = exp ( ( h*c ) / ( ( wavelength ( l ) *nm) *k*Sun_temp) ) − 1 ;
B( l ) = a ( l ) / s ( l ) ;
end
% Ca l cu la t ing the black body spectrum
B = (1/2) *( omega*B) * ( ( p i /180) ^2)
% Mult ip ly ing the s p e c t r a l r e sponse o f the photodiode with the
% sp e c t r a l i r r a d i a n c e f o r each wavelength
f o r a = 1 : l ength ( wavelength )
Total_current_wavelength ( a ) = response ( a ) *B(a ) ;
end
Total_current_wavelength = Total_current_wavelength *Area_chip ;
Total_current = 0 ;
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% Int eg r a t i n g the f i n a l r e s u l t to f i nd the t o t a l cur rent .
f o r o = 2 : l ength ( wavelength )−1
Total_current = Total_current + ( ( Total_current_wavelength (o−1)+
Total_current_wavelength ( o ) ) /2) *( wavelength ( o )−wavelength (o−1) ) ;
end
Total_current
f i g u r e (1 )
p l o t ( wavelength ,B)
f i g u r e (2 )
p l o t ( wavelength , Total_current_wavelength )
Appendix E
Labview Souce code
E.1 Angular Characterisation VI
This is the VI used for the angular characterisation. The VI controls the rate table
and the servo motor stepping and gather data from the four photodiodes.
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Figure E.1: Front panel of the VI Sunsensor_calib.vi
E.1. ANGULAR CHARACTERISATION VI 159
Figure E.2: Complete block diagram, including the rate and servo controller
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Figure E.3: Block diagram of the Rate_step2.vi subVI
E.2. TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISATION VI 161
E.2 Temperature characterisation VI
This is the VI used for the temperature characterisation of the sun sensor.
Figure E.4: Front panel of the Temp_test.vi.
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Figure E.5: Block diagram of the Temp_test.vi.
E.3. SUN VECTOR ACQUISITION VI 163
E.3 Sun Vector Acquisition VI
This is the VI used for the acquisition of the sun vectors from the satellite mounted
sun sensors.
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Figure E.6: Complete block diagram of XYZ_acq.vi
Appendix F
Shadow mask mechanical drawing
165
166 APPENDIX F. SHADOW MASK MECHANICAL DRAWING
Figure F.1: The mechanical drawing of the shadow mask. All dimensions are in mm.
Appendix G
CD
The CD included with this thesis contains all source code, measurement data, PCB
schematics and design.
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